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Council Orders New Fire Limits Or-




passed the complaint of the Anheuser
Busch brewery that the city had this
concern assessed Santo for city tax
purposes on property not worth
more than $150.
The ordinance committee was or-
dered to get up a new ordinance by
the first of next year governing the
city sewerage inspector's office and
duties.
Instructione were given to the
board of works to proceed with the
new concrete culvert to be laid un-
der Caldwell street one block this
side of the Union depot. The I. C. 
willfurnish the rock for the improve.
ment and the street railway com-
pany the cement, both being benefit-
ted by the work.
The trustees of the First Baptist
THE church at Fifth and Jefferson streets,
LAST NIGHT. want to take advantage of the ten
year payment plan in paying their
portion of the proposed bitulithic
and concrete pavement improvement
running on the Jefferson street side
cf the church. They put in a request
to this effect, and it was filed for ref-
erence at the proper time.
The sale by Mayor Yeiser to John
Sinnott, Sr., of Tenth and Clay street
property owned heretofore by the
chy, was ratified. Mr. Simon gave
Sotto for the wound.
E. Fels presented a protest against
bitulithic and stereo sewers being put
on Jefferson street, and the docu-
ment was filed.
When the Anheuser-Busch brew-
ery's local agent several months ago
violated the city laws by selling beer
on Sunday they were fined, and suit
filed for forfeiture of their Sot=
bond they executed to abide by all
municipal regulation's Lawyer Eszl
Puryear was solicitor at that time
and filed the sdt, which the brewery
people got Campbell & Campbell to
&tend. Now Purycar has resigned
the city solkitcnstrip and James Camp
bell, Jr., meen appointed, but the lat-
ter cannot prosecute for the city the
suit against Anheuser-Busch because
his private firm defends that com-
pany. Last meeting tins was referred
to Mayor Yeiser to act, and he now
reported that the former solicitor
would prosecute the action he the
municipality for ;too. The queston
was then referred to the joint finance
committee with power to act.
Nothing was done about changing
from five to six feet in width the
proposed concrete walks for Jefferson
between Fourteenth and Eighteenth
streets.
To the cemetery committee was re-
ferred the cemplaint of Mrs. Shank-
ler that Charles Smith had possession
of a pact of her cemetery lot without
authority.
The ordinance extending the fire
f mitts was ordered brought in imme-
diately.
Two wee" ago the council order-
ed the public borne fountain at
and Clark moved to Twelfth and
nett, but the aldermen later ref
this proposition arid instructed
the Third and Clark drinking trough
be moved around the corner off of
Third into Clark. Now this latter
idea was brought up before the coun-
cil last night and they refused to let
the trough be moved at all.
Bill, and salary accounts were pre-
sented and allowed.
The board voted down the ord.-
na nce providing for curt., and gutters
on Elizabeth street between Third
and Fourth, because the property
owners remonstrate against the im-
provement.
Seconbl adoption was given the
measure stipulating that anyone shall
be fined St° for making or using the
official seal of the city ',of Paducah
outside of authorized person:.
The I. C. wants to run a spur
track from its main line at Ninth and
Harreon streets over half a square to
the new Hardy buggy factory, and
first adoption was given tbe ordinance
authorizing them to do so.
Back to the, joint street committee
was passed the bill for grading and
graveling Nineteenth street from
Broadway to Guthrie avenue, and
Guthrie avenue_ to the Mayfield road.
Some more streets out there are to
he improved, and to make some
changes the ordinance refereed to
was handed back to the committee so
all could be considered together.
Initial adoption was given the
measure renewing the ferryboat
franchise of Owen Brothers who op-
erate the Bettie Owen between here,
Brookport and the Illinois landings
opposite.
The communication from the Arts
heirs regarding some streets, was re-
ferred to the joint street committee.
The water company was ordered to
extend its supply mains from 'Twelfth
and Hampton to Rowlandtown, and
"also on Guthrie avenue. The water
company filed notice it had completed
extensions on Trimble from Sixteenth
to Twenty-fourth street, while re-
quests for extensions on Whshington
between Fifteenth and. Sixteenth, and
on Lincoln avenue and 'ten:lessee
street, were referred back to the props
At last night's stetson of the coun-
cil that board of city authorities re-
mained firm in the stand that there
shalt go forward without delay tjte
'work of reconstructing Kentucky aye-
• on put from Fourth to Ninth
ateeer and Jefferson from Fifth to
Nhoh. They again voted instructions
to the hoard of public works to con-
tinve that work until the weather got
so bad that nothing more could be
done.
While speaking on the question
Councilman John Rehkopf stated
that heretofore the public coniractors
have been twisting the city authorities
around their fingers, delaying their
work without fear and doing just to
suit themselves and that he thought
now was a good opportuaity to teach
tire bituFthic people a lesson by mak-
Mg them pay the penalty provided for
in their contract, which stipulates
they shah forfeit so mooch money
each day beyond November 1st if
they have not completed the contract
awarded them for improvement oa
both thrsroaghfares in question.
President Noble, of the bard of
'works, urged that the work stop at
Fourth on the avenue and Fifth on
Jefferson. became the balance could
not possibly be completed before cold
weather comes, and also that last
winter's experience showed them the
composition could not be properly
put down. _Continu:ng he said that
the bitulithic on Broadway was not
what the board of works expected in
the least, and that many sections of
same would have to be torn up and
pat into proper condition before the
board would accept the improvement,
which has never yet been acsepted
ty the city and ordered paid for.
The majority of the council took
the stand, though, that the bitulithic
people had dillied-dalhed akirg here
for several months and done nothing
towards starting the work, therefore
they should be compelled to go ahead
with the cieratione, and if same was
not completed within the time pre-
scribed in the contract the penalty
should be paid by the contractors. `
In speaking of this unnecessary de-.
lay in commencing City Engineer
Wastnngton sad it wan not arry fault
of his office that the start was net
taken up.
After the council voted the work
to go ahead Mr. Noble expressed
Mime': on the floor as believing their
attitude was one of spilt towards the
hoard of woelcs, but that the latter
would do v., tie leglititive authorities
directed and Iftereby lease the re-
sponeibility with the council if the
streets had to be left torn up chirng
bad weather.
Therese's-ea again brought up the
matter <4 fixing Bradshaw creek in
the Went End so there could be
drained °Moot the creek valley the
ponds of unhealthy slop and closet
waters that are cooped up therein.
The board of works woo ordered to
.do whatever they thought best to rid
that section, of the had accumulation.
The street committee was given
power to act as regards opening the
new streets that will run from the
end of Caldwell street, two blocks
this side of the Union depot over
across the railroad tracks to where
the new box factory is erecting its
• The city pays foe the fill,
property owners for the street, but
the box compann is not to be permit
tell to erect its building where in af-
ter years a _public thoroughfare will
want to be run through. This would
blockade the highway.
The Illinois Central railroad was
given authority to place,arountt on
their track on Seeprot between Jack-
eon and Ohio streets the carloads of
coal received for the public schools.
The coal has to be weighed on the
city Realc!1, and this porfon of the
river front switch is close to the pub-
lic scale and makes it more conven-
ient for unloadirre.
General Agent 'Donovan had ob-
jected to putting the care around
-there without -directions from the au-
thorities for fear of blocking the
street.
To the board of supervisors was
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erty owners wanting the mains out
out that wee. They had not gotten
up their petitions with the isnoper
number of prospective patrols& on
S2171e.
John Dye and Andy Stewart were
granted a license to open a seikion
at isoi South Third street.
'Dennis Loan, and Harrison, Loving
have moved their saloon from 928
South Tenth to Tenth and H'usbands
streets, and asked that their license
be transferred from the old' to new
location, Granted..
The first of this year the city
boards adopted a license ordinance
stipulating that parties engaged in
the grain, coal, cement, etc., business
should pay,an annual license of $60.
Bradley ftiothers went ahead and
paid their license, white the other
dealers did not. These merchents
then got the council to reduce the
license to $35, which they paid. Now
Bradley Brothers asked to bc refund-
ed the $.25 extra they paid, and this
was granted.
City Solicitor Campbell was
ed to draw up a contract to lie
ed into with James Clark, who agrees
to look after the city's garbage dump
below the I. C. incline, for Ono per
month, from April to October of each
year, and $25 per month the balance
of the year.
J. R. Moore, Charles Hinkle and M.
H. Bradley complained that their
property had born assessed too high
when valued for city tax purposes.
Their protests -were referred to the
supervisors.
The board of works was given the
request of residents of that vicinity,
asking that a street corner arc light
be placed at Twelfth and Salem and
another two squares from the cobored
Baptist chin-eh of, that vicinity.
There was received and filed, but
nothing done, with the request of
market house butchers that the city
authorities prevent peddlers from
hawking meats over the city. The
matter 'will be taken up the first of
next year When the new license or-
dinir4e goes into effect, and these
peddler.i be made pay license to do
bushing
Ed Madison wants to transfer one
half nraits Oak Grove cemetery lot to
Wm Shreerer and one half to Mrs.
King. This nutter was referred to
the cemetery committee.
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WHEEL FACTORY
MR, SOL DRYFUSS SELECTED
CHAIRMAN OF SOLICITING
COMMITTEE.
Mr. R.Y. Aycock Conternotates Slart-
ing. osiory Fantory—Only
dation Nit Laid.
Work of getting subscribers to the
Sconce worth. of bonds to Sai floated
here by the steel %heel factory people
has, now started off in good. form and
things will be pushed until every one
of the 'bonds are taken. Yesterd-ay
morning the committee selected by
tile Commercial clubto see that the
bonds are sabscribed for 'held a
meeting and elected Mr. Sol Dryfuss
as chairman of the body, *which will
commence calling on the business
and professional men of the town to
place the stock.
New Hosiery Factory.
Mr. Rupert C. Aycock, assistant
manager of the Alden Knitting mills,
is preparing to start a hosiery fac-
tory hoer to be known as the Aycock
Hoisery company. He expects to start
October 15th with fifteen hose mak-
ng machines that will turn out hos-
iery known as the "Buster Brown's
Sister Hose." He has been with the
Alden people for several yearn and is
a son-in-taw of Mr. George W. Rob-
ertson, the ice man and capitalist.
Lay Foundetion Only.
One of the members of the Elks
Building company stated yesterday
that it was about understood that
this year only the foundation would
be laid for their proposed home build-
ing on North Fifth street, because
the season was so far advanced into
fall that there would not be time
sufficient for completion of the
Structure before could weather conies.
LETTER CARRIER
puddle of water accurnmulates andi
remains standing at Second and Mon- Mr lohn Watts Expected Back To-
roe. On this being brought up the day From Railway Carmen's
road was ordered to remedy things Gathering at Buffalo.
by opening a gutter to allow the water
to flow off.
Councilman Kolb brought up the Mail Carrier Jesse Curd, of the lo-
question of the new concrete walk on:cal pos-toffice, returned Sunday from
e west side of South Second street,
being 'several feet higher than the
brick street right alongside it, at the
ntucky avenue end of the market,
refore a dangerous place for peo-
ple walking along, and especially af-
ter • fall, when they might fall
pavement to street below,
and be injured. The board of works
was ordered to see what they could
do towards remedying this. They
may have to put an iron railing
along the edge of the pavement.
The city solicitor was ordered to
get up a deed transferring the old
school building property in Mechan-
icsburg to the board of thication,
which owns it, but the title has al-
ways been in name of the city of
Paducah. .
Ordinances were ordered drafted
for adoption. authorizing that Harri-
son street have pavements laid on
both sides from Eighth to Thirteenth
streets, and, that Eleventh be paved
from Madison to Monroe.
The board then adjourned.
THE YELLOW FEVER ,
AT NEW ORLEANS
New Orleans. Sept. in—There
was an increased number of cases of
yellow fever today, but a smaller
number of deaths. The larger num-
ber of cases was attributable to the
rainy 'weather. However the people
were in better spirits and were pre-
dicting entire relief from the disease
in less than a month. While all in-
fected districts send in cheering re-
ports several districts which have not
before reported cases have become
infected in a slight way.
RUSSIAN ENVOYS
REACH ENGLAND
Plymouth, England, Sept. f8 —
The Nlotth German Lloyd, Line
steamer Kaiser Wilhelm II, from
New York September 12, having on
board M. Witte and colleagues, ar-
rived here today. The Russians, who
were all in good health, went on to
Cherbrotigh, where they will land
this evening.
Sec Taft and party have sol-
ed frotn Japan for home. The secre-
tary iiir6 the riots it) japan have been
eeaggerated.
Portland. Oregon, where be has been
the past three weeks attending the
national convention of letter carriers
from over the entire United States.
He went as the Kentucky delegate
and participated in the six days' ses-
sion that sons held- in the Portland
armory building There were 550
representatives present frosn over -the
country, and they chose Canton, 0.,
as the place for holding their next
national gathering.
The following officers werstalected:
J. D. Holland, of Boston, president;
E. G. Gainor. of Muncie, Ind., vice
president; E. J. Cantwell? of Brook-
lyn, secretary; .D. J. Geary, of Chi-
cago, treasurer. iele SITS . M. T.
Finnon, of Bloomington, Ill., A. C.
McFarland, of Des Moines, Iowa, and
R. F. Quinn, of Philadelphia, the ex-
ecutive board.
Mr. Curd was lighly honored' by be
ing placed on the committee on cons
stitution and by-laws, which is one of
the most important bodies in connec-
tion with the national association. Be
sides him--elf there was placed on this
connnittee, Fred Heffelfinger, of Los
Angeles, California, and J. R. Roark,
of Portland, Oregon.
Mr. Curd had an excellent trir as
many social features were arranged
for them.
Another Attache.
Mr. John Watts is expected back
today or tomorrow from Buffalo, N.
Y., where he has been attending the
national gatheOng of the Railway
Carmen. He h clerk at the post-
office, bin before entering the federal
service wax one of the railway car-
men of this city, and connected with
the Illinois Central railroad. He is a
member of the national carmen's
body.
BARON KOMURA BETTER.
New York, Sept. 18.—Mr. Sato,
secretary to Baron Kornura. Japan-
ese pesce envoy, ann'ounce'd trrtay at
the Waldorf-Astoria hotel that Bar-
on Komirra's condition was much im-
proved and that Ifs convalescence
was now well entahlished.
Japan gives notice to the world
that there shall be an open door at
Korea.
dictments against different parues.
One charges Frank Hodge, colored,
with stealing a grip full Of doctor's
instruments out of the buggy of Dr.
B. T. Hall. The case was set for
trial today and Lawyer Dave Cross
selected to represent Hodge.
Deltic Mlarthel was indicted for
raising from ;on to $6.70 the pay-
check that had been given him for
services performed by the water
works company. He took the check
and raised same to the figure men-
tioned, and talcing it to the Fourth
THE EVITTS CASE
IS SET DOWN TO COKE UP IN
THE CIRCUIT COURT
TODAY.
Thx. Willis Mount Case is Continued
Until December Because of
Absent Witnesses.
In the circuit court today there
comes up for trial the indictments
charging City Jailer Thomas Evicts
and his brother, Samuel- Evitts, with
assaulting Patrolman Samuel Beadles,
several months ago. The case was
set for fast weeks but postponed over
until today.
Yesterday morning when court re-
sumed judge W. M. Reed was on
the bench after a several days ab-
sence on account of illness.
A continuance until the fall term
of court was yesterday given Harry
Phillips and Aleck Yeltima on the
charge of robbing J. R. Warford of a
watch at a Wiest Court street house
of ill fame.
Firankie Dixon, Fannie Wilson,
Ida Eastwood' and Annie Cox were
all fined Soo apiece on the charge of
running bawdy houses.
Marshal Cherie% McNutt, of May-
field, and Officer Gus Rogers, of this
city, were allowed ;Ono and $74.30
respectively, as mileage for carrying
prisoners to different places.
,A continuance until the next term
of court was granted Wills Mount,
charged with killing Wits Nutty, the
jockey, above The Stag saloon on
North Fourth street several years
ego. The postponement was given
because certain important witnesses
for the defense are away and caastot
be gotten here right now to testNy.
There was dismissed the indictment
charging Percy Williams, with break-
ing into the storehouse of August
Maker. The charge was then re-svb-
nitted to the grand jury for another
indictment.
Detective T. J. Moore was selected
to carry Dennis Reed to the reform
school, he being the lad who stole a
bicycle from one party and sold it to
another. The detective expects to
,leave today.
  • ,
icres of Armenians in the Cattail's.
Grand Jury Indictments. ',Resolutions were adopted denouncing
The grand jury returned several in- the Russian authorities and holding
them respcnisilltle tbrifie death of'
thousands of innocent persons. The
local officials were charged with hav-
ing actually excited the disorders and
encouraged Moslem fanaticism.
"By seizing the weapons of the
Armenians," the resolutions declared.
the Russian authorities deprived
our compatriots of their means of
self-defense, and furthermore, did not
use their military power to protect
them against the attacks of Tartars,
but on the contrary ,allowed the 
paid 
lead,
street office of the company, got
-
s er of these outrages to go unpun-
FRICTION GROWS
Russia and Turkey May
Next Be in a Row.
FORTIFICATION ON BOS-
PROMS DISPLEASES CZAR
Turkeys Took Advantage of Mutiny oat
Russian Battleship to Carry
Out Desire,
MATTER HAS BEEN OFFI-
CIALLY DISCUSSED SOME
Constantinpole, Sept. 18.—The
steady progress of the work on the
new fortifications on the Bosphorus
is causing friction between Russia
and the Porte.
The fortifications were hastily COM-
menced at the time of the mutiny on
board the Russian batleship Kniaz
Potemkine, Turkey seizing upos this
pretext as a means for carrying out
a scheme of fortifications which she
had long desired, but winch had al-
ways been opposed by Russia.
It is understood that the question
was discussed at the recent audience
which the Russian Ambassador, M.
Zinivieff, had with the sultan, the
Ambassador pointing out that the
further fortification of the straits wili
be incompatible with friendin rela-
tions between Turkey and Russia.
Meanwhile, the works are being ac-
tively pushed, though they can hardly
be completed for several months.
The Porte continues its irrecon-
cilable attitude regarding the pro-







Boston, Sept. z8.—The Armenian-
American citizens of Boston and On_
vicinity 'held a mass-meeting last
night to protest against the massa-
I.
that sum. He confessed to the charge
and was given two years in the pen-
itentiary.
George Murphy was indicted on the
charge of stealing a $30 bicycle from
another. Petty larceny is the charge.
The grand jury dismissed the
charge against James Owens of
shooting at James Dunn out about
the Blow stave factory where Owens
is watchman. They qttarreled about
Owens accusing Dunn of making bad
remarks about the watchman.
'The jury also dismissed the pro-
ceeding charging Sardis Hart with
shooting at John Given one night last
week.
Civil Matters.
In the *suit of the Sweet Valley
Wine, company against 0. L. Greg-
ory, the latter confessed to the ac-
count, and judgment was given
against him for $tionspo. Gregory owes
this amount for goods furnished him
by the wine company.
A report was filed by Lawyer Os-
car Kahn stating he could not locate
the defendant in the suit for divorce
Johanna McCartney filed against her
husband, William P. McCartney, the
lawyer formerly of here.
The defendant was .allowed to with-
draw certain papers lodged as exhibits
in tke suit of Allard vs Robertson.
There was dismissed as settled the
proceeding of Hite against Corneal.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
lodged a deed, transferring real es-
tate to Della Farley Lang, in the
friendly' settlement suit of Lucyette
Soule against Neleon Soule.
Dentist Indicted. •
Dr. W1 H. Neville, the dentist, has
been indicted thrice at Smithland, on
the charge of practicing dentistry
there without depositing first with the
county clerk, 'his college certificate,
showing be is entitled to practice.
The railroads running east out of
Chicago raise their grain rates today
2S/2 cents.
ished.
"The Russian government,* in en-
tire disregard of international law,
permitted the entrance into its terri-
tory of armed Kurds to join the Tar-
tars in their murder and plunder.
"We protest against this barbarous
state of affairs in the Caucasus and
appeal to the humane sentiments of
the American people and government
to bring pressure to hear upon the
government at St. Petersburg and put
an end to the bloodshed"
MOBILIZATION.4,GAIN DENIED
Norway Making Only Preparation
For Her Defense.
Christiana, Norway. Sept. i8.—An-
other semi-officiab denial of the re-
newed charges of a Norwegian mob-
ilization of troops was issued in this
morning's Swedish paprs. It de-
clared that Norway has made no mio
nary preparations except such as
were absolutely necessary from a de-
fensive point of view and that the
report that practically all the troops
in central Norway and in the fron-
tier districts have been mobilized is
unfounded.
SHOT HIMSELF THREE TIMES
R. E. Poynter, Glasgow Printer, Com-
mits Suicide at Mayfield.
Mayefild, Ky., Sept. 18.—R. E.
Poynter, a local printer and organiz-
er for the Maccabees, shot himself
three times this morning and will die.
Four shots were fired; one struck hint
in the Ilead, another near the heart,
the third in the abdomen, while the
fourth missed. The cause of his at-
tempt to commit suicide is unknown.
He came here about two years ago
from Glasgow, Ky., where his par-
ents live.
The National Life Underwriters'
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Yesterday afternoon, at 1:30 o'clock
Sheriff Lee Potter and Messrs. Lem
B. Ogilvie and William H. Farley
met at the county court house and
selected the precinct officers who are
to serve during the regular registra-
tion <lay next month, and also at the
regular November election. Mr.
Ogilvie is the democratic member of
the county commission, Mr. Farley
the republican member, while the
sheriff is umpire of the board by vir-
tue of his office.
They were in session until 4 o'clock
and during that time selected the 140
officers necessary to legally man the
polls, there being four to each of the
thirty-five precincts, and the choices
were equally divided between the re-
publican and democratic parties, the
D in brackets standing for the demo•
crate and R for the re-publicans.
The commiskonert ntunbered all
of the preCincts. whith art as follows
together with the nsepective officers
rhothen:
Precinct No. 1.
Butler's precinct No. 1.-J. D. Ber-
ryman, (D) judge; J. R. Buch (Ft)
judge; Tom Goodman (D) clerk;
Heer Grankins (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 2.
Chalk's, precinct No. 2--Gus Friant
(D) judge; George °chiselsJaeger (R)
judge; William Schroeder (D) clerk;
Peter Bergey (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 3.
Diegel'e precinct No. 3-John Mur-
ray (R) judge; Frank Diegel (D)
judge; August Meting (R) clerk;
Joe Lockwood (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 4.
South Side Court House No. 1-J.
It Hatt (D) Judge: Chtis Liebe!
(R) judge; Harry Brazkton (D)
clerk; Philip Ashoff (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 5.
Kirlciatrick's-B. S. Overstreet,
(D) judge; J. J. Bleich (R) judge;
W. J. Gilbert (D) clerk; A. W.
Schofield (R) sheriff. •
Precinct No. 6.
Nurth Side Court Houtse-H. L.
Blackford (R) judge; Joe Ulhnan
(D) judge; H. P. Nkum (R) clerk;
W. G. Whitefield (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 7.
Roger's-A. L. Tornsend (D)
judge: Fred Kandeiter (R) judge;
Wifl I. Young (D) clerk; R. T. Nei
son (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. &
Plow Factory-Al Hyrntersh (D)
judge; J. W. Thomas (R) judge;
George Jackson (D) clerk; E. W.
Berth (It) sheriff.
Precinct No.
Henneberger's-A. i. Hank (R)
judge; J. M. Brown (D) judge;
James Householder (R) clerk; J. T.
Powell (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. io.
Glauber's-O. T. Anderson (R)
judge; E. D. Thurman (I)) judge:




judge; W. F. Short (ff) judge; Al
Foreman (I)) clerk; E. C. Wolf (R)
sheriff.
Precinct NO. 12.
Clark's River-Saundths Brook (I))
judge; Reily Culp (R) judge; Stokes
Harkey (D) clerk; C. C. Duaort (R)
eheriff.
Precinct No. 13.
Florence Station-W. H. Vander-
graft (R) judge; Hawk Derrington
(D) judge; J. H. Salience (R) clerk;
Johrs Dedrick (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. ix.
Melber-Weiley Hall (D) judge;
J. H. Holder (R) judge; J. S. Pry-
or (D) clerk; S. M. Simmons (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No ts.
Ntiasenc--Jamest Hines (R) judge;
Phil Newman (D) judge: J. C. F.ley












Woodville-T. B. Flowers (R)
judge; J. S. Tomlinson (D) judge;B. L. I,ander (R) clerk: Hugh
Stapp (D) Clerk.
Precinct No. ift.








;edge: J. Curry (R) judge; Mutt




o ve rk a ' s-James H usb a nids )
judge; W. T. Harrison (D) juahh:
C. E. Black (R) clerk; Dick Pena
(D) sheriff.
Precinct NO. 22.
Harper's-Tony Poat (D) jtvdste;
Vv. H. Dunaway (R) judge; Joe
Pohnson (D) clerk; Monroe Lewis
(R) Sheriff_
Precinct No. 23.
Thompson's Mill-L. L. Downey
(R) judge; R. W. Jacobs (D) judge;
C. C. Thompson (R) clerk; Dick
Hayes (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 24.
Lamont-Joe Hall (D) judge;
Henry Harting (R) judge; W. N.
Bryan (D) clerk; Elmer Wilkins (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No. 25.
New Hope-Bud Coleman (R)
judge; W. R. Hoc lter (D)
judge; J. P. McQueen (R) clerk;
May Trite (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 26.
Milan-Duncan Holland (D), judge;
Hulbert Jett (R) judge; Clint Over-
street (D) clerk; Dan Roark (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No. 27.
Schmidt's-L. T. Houser (D)
judge; Will Flowers (R) judge; F.
Budde (D) clerk; H.. Harley (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No. 28.
Gallinarie-S. N. Jones (R) judge;
T. Nf. Nance (D) judge; B. H.
Thomas (R) clerk; John H. Williann
(D) sheriff
Precinct No. ae.
South Side Fire Station-W. A.
Dallas (R) judge; John Endress (D)
judge; E. M. Yarbro (R) clerk;
John Thielman (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 30.
South Side Court House No. 2.-
John Cook (R) judge; Felix Rudolph
(D) judge; Jesse G. Curd (It) clerk;
Henry E. Thompson (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 3r.
Berry's--Coley Pieper (D) judge;
A. A. Belsky (R) judge; Charles




judge; J. B. Gilbert (D) judge; C.
E. Spinner (R) clerk; Mason Stan-
ley (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 33.
Savages-R H. McGuire (R)
judge; George Walters (D) judge;
George H. Brown (D) clerk; Ed
Grouse (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 34.
Lang's Schccd House-N. B. Tap-
seott (R) judge; Lee Potter (D)
judge; Ed Weatherington (R) clerk;
Rab Noble (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 3s.
Rossington-D. A. Luckettt (D)
judge; John Starks (R) judge; Mon-
roe Baldry (D) clerk; N. B. Tapp
(It) sheriff.
THE INJURED
ENGINEER WADE BROWN WA%
PAINFULLY HURT AT
WOOD VILLE.
Two Negro Boys Drive Over Girls of
Capt. Henry Smith and Mr.
Ezekiel Brown.
Mk. Wade Brown, the engineer of
the steamboat Dick Fowler, was able
to be out yesterday for the first time
since last Saturthiy when he wee pain
fully hurt down about Woodville, and
rendered unconscious for a period of
tweaty-four hours.
While the Fowler is at Mlound City
getting repairs, and laying up on ac-
count of the low water Engineer
grown spends some of his time on his
farm down about Woodville. Last
Satarday he was helping his cropper,
and white riding on top a high load
of hay fell off, and alighted on his
head, being rendered senseless. He
was picked up and taken in the
house where he did not revive his
consciousness for twenty-four hours.
The doctors found also that he broke
his right army by the accident.
Mir. Brown was aide to be down
in the city yesterday.
Children Run Over.
Yesterday afternoon about 2:30
o'clock while crossing the street at
Seventh and Washington streets Sar-
ah, the little daughter of Captain
Henry Smith, of Seventh and Ken-
tucky avenue, and Jettie, the small
girl of Mr. Ezakiel Brown, of that
same neighborhood, were run over by
two negro boys driving the buggy of
a darky named Bedford. The Brown
girl was all bridged up, while the
le&t collar bone of the Smith child
was broken. The boys were thrown
out of the rig that toppled to one
side.
May Lose His Foot
Will Kirk, colored, employe at the
Chamblin & Murray brickyard, was
working around a freight car loaded
with brick yesterday, when the car
rolled up on his foot, which was
mashed in such a manner that ampu-
tation may be necessary.
Ricked By Mule
Sunday a mule kiekect Neivt Ross
in the side, at his *ime on Yeiser
avenue in Mechanicsburg, and broke
s rib,
Two of the Sebastopol mutineers
were hanged there Satgrelay.
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TAKE NOTICE!
OF THE GREATEST CUT PRICE SALE YET OF
Shoes and Clothing. Suits, Pants, Shirts,
Shoes and fiats that can be Depended Upon
going at a mere trifle. This great slaughter of prices will continue till Oct. 1
CHAMBLE[ BROS.430BROADWAY
"Oh, Why Should the Spirit
of Mortal be proud?"
BY MRS. JOHN A. LOGAN.
Memory brings before me many
tinves the dazzling splendors of the
ceremonies attending the coronation
of Nicholas II and his lovely empress,
which I witnessed in 1895. The okl
city of Moscow, with her piti-color-
ed roofs and mosques with gilded
minarets and domes, was decorated
with all the modern appliances as she
had never been before. The wealth
of the Russian empire had been pour-
ed out unstintingly for the coronation
of their rulers. Representatives from
every government on the face of the
globe came with suites innumerable.
Those from the courts of Europe and
Oriental kingdoms wore their most
gorgeous uniforms and court dress.
Grand Duke Sergius, whose tragic
death was recently chronicled, as
commander-in-chief of the Russian
army, had Irlobilized the' crack regi-
ments of the empire in the city known
as "The Holy Mother." For weeks
and months the preparations went on
under the arch grand master of cer-
emonies and matchless gentleman,
Prince Dolgorouki, aided by the most
skiWul artists and artisans, until that
'bright morning, May 2o, when the
emperor, empress and dowager emh
press, were to make their grand en-
try from the Petrovski palace to the.
Kremlin, the scene was bewilderingly
beautiful Those who looked uponl
that pageant as it moved majestical-
ly through the hreets as if .impelled l
by autocratic power can never forget i
it, and will never look upon its like
again.
First with a flare of trumpets came
the mounted gendarmes, who are lit-
tle less than a division of the army.
their uniforms and quipages having
even more gold lace on them than
some of the regiments of the czar's
Then the emperor's body guard, fol-
lowed by squadrons of theme famous
troopers of Russia, the Cossacks of
the Guari, whose uniforms of scar-
let tunics, with silver facings and
broad silver epaulettes, blue breeches
tucked into knee boots of whiny black
leather. turbans of black astrachan
with scarlet crown with the double
eagle of Russia on the front, nude
them striking figures and added bril-
liancy to the color scheme.
They made a fitting vanguard for
the body of Asiatic princes who fol-
lowed bedecked in all the barbaric
splendor of Orientalist!) and display-
ing by their resplendent deem the ex-
tent of Russia's victories in the Far
East. Everyone in the procession
was yrsountecl on superb horses, which
were gayly caparisoned in the most
elaborate trappings of gold and silver
plate. These were followed by innu-
merable representatives from every
province of the vast empire of Rus-
sia. A long line of court carriages in
which were the high officials of the
empire and of the court came next.
in the first, drawn by six white
horses, sat Prince Dolgorouki. the
arch grand master of ceremonies of
the court, alone; horses, carriage,
coachmen, footmen and attendants
were „heavily panoplied in gold lace,
bright plumes, gold and silver plate.
After his carriage twenty-four gen-
tlemen of the chamber and more than
a dozen chamberlains, who wore court
dress, with heavy gold lace, their
breast almost completely covered
with medals, studded with glittering
jewels, made a darning spectacle.
These v.hre followed by dignitaries of
foreign courts. The grund marshal of
the Russian court, hearing his insig-
nia, rode alone in a state phaeton of
royal tirlignificetrce.
Following was the guard of the
dowager esn'press, a squadron of the
Cavalier Guards and Gardes a Cheval,
whose uniforms of white, trimmed in
gold braid, laid on a scarlet hand, a
golden cuirass, massive gok1 helmets
surmounted with the imperial eagle in
gold, a white star with blue enamel
on the center of the front, white
gauntlets and blue breeches tucked
into -high black' hoots, heavy gold
belt, Irons which hung a cavalry saber,
were showy beyond description.
Their horses were brilliantly capar-
isoned.
A few paces behind, mounted on
snow white horse, finest of his kind
came the emperor 'hi, dark green un-
iform and black astrachan cap con-
trasting sharply with the bright un-
Hornig; and gayly bedecked figures
which preceded and followed him. It
was the man in whose honor all the
display was being made, though
youthful, unpretentious, mild of man-
ner and mien, yet the autocratic ruler
of a mighty nation, who inspired an
outburst of adeniration from the thou-
sands of his subjects and visitors who
lined the streets, filled the windows
and even the houstops, along the
whole line of the procession, shout-
ing, "Long Live the Empetor."
His mother, the Dowager Empress,
the Empress, Crown Princes and
Princesses, dukes and duchesses, roy-
al representatives of every empire
and kingdom and officials from every
republic on the globe in glittering ar-
ray followed to the palace inside the
Kremlin. The emperor's right hand
was held all the way to his cap in ac-
knowlesigemeet of, the adulations of
the people, many in their hearts sa-
luting him as divine.
The ceremones lasted for days,
each marked by homage to Nicholas
II, ending in the coronation of their
majesties, whose crowns were so
weighted with rare gems asto be al-
'most insupportable. To an intelli-
gent observer it seemed there could
'be nothing added to emphasize the
!power and ausperial sway of the czar
;or that would satisfy his highest am-
bition.
Alas! whatever of happiness and
gratification was vouchsafed to him
was of short duration. 'Ere many
moons he heard the murmurings of
discontent which were not long in be-
coming a swelling tide, and though
a decade has not yet passed the 'eerie
has ctranged and he has had to have
a wall of armed protectors about him
for TITUT+1 of the time He and his
family have been practically exiled
from the palace in St. Petersburg.
'He has had to yield to the clamor-
ings for war on foreign soil. He and
his doveted wife, the gracious em-
press, have had to keep sad vigils
over the little ones and have prob-
ably known little of tranquil rest
since the proud day when the royal
diadems of Russia were placed upon
their heads.
Dire disaster has fallen upon their
country, their army, their navy and
their household. The cry of the wid-
ow, the orphan and the oppressed
has been ringing almost incessantly
in their ears. The threats of assas-
sins have made them anxious day and
night lest they fall victims of these
insatiable monsters in human form.
Dark clouds have lowered above
them, shutting out the glorious reful-
gence of the happy week of their cor-
onation. They 'have doubtless cried
aloud in their anguish, "Oh, why
should the spirit of mortal be proud?"
as they cannot close their eyes to the
future and all it may hold for them
for they know
"So the multitude, like flowers on
. the weed
That withers away to let others sec-
iceed;
So thre multitilde comes even those
we behold,
To repeat every tale that has often
been told."
Man POT the Job.
"I wish I was back on earth again,"
sighed Methuselah, "just starting in
to live my life."
"Pooh, what could you do?" sneer-
ed Baron Munchauseen, "Among the
hustling moderns you'd be ;clean out
of the running."
"No, T wouldn't," retorted Methuse-
lah, confidentli. "As soon. as they
found out who I was they'd want me
to boss That Panama canal." 
'Office Phone 369.
CLEANLINESS
is a Decesity to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
with a snowy white, one-piece
"atiadore Porcelain Enameled Lava-
tory and hive running hot and cold
water as desired at your touch.
We have sampks in our showroom




Do you want a first class Job by an
expert 'workman? if you do take
It to
John ). Bleich, 'jeweler.




Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
10+0+40.4-04-144-0-44-1-4-1-1-1-0-1-eihe 404014.04.4•41-H4-4-4•+++++++4414.0
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THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduosvh, Kentuckli.
Capital and Surplus $158,00t)
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 1
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at 03 to 010 per year as to site. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.





John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works '
SOLE AGENT, 16oe TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler.. 
CampbellBlock.
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MISS EMMA MORGAN WILL
HAVE TO RECUPERATE
FROM SICKNESS.
The New Room Started Off Yester-
day Morning at the Washington
Building—School Notes.
Yeeterday the sickness of Miss
Emma Morgan became such that the
(hectors advised her to leave for a
ten days vacation at some place, and
now she is preparing to do so. Not
until her return will there be started
at the Washington building the study
of English which she has charge of.
She took sick the first of last week




The workmen are busy now at the
new McfCintry building in Mkehanks-
burg putting in the steam heating
plant which will take a week or two
. yet to complete. They have been
staking considerable noise hammering
and knocking around the school and
As this disturbs the pupils at their
studies, the superintendent had to get
after the mechanic.,, and now they are
going about their work as quietly as
possible.
There are only four rooms in use
at the NOcKinley building, they being
on the ground floor, while when the
• school attendance of that vicinity
grows sufficiently large to demand
•attelk, the fou rroome on the second
illoor will be finished up and put
'into condition for use.
The water connections with the
building will be made right away by
• the plumbers.
• A
4 New Professor Coming.
Prof. Harry Neal House, of Roan-
oak, Va., will arrive today to take
-charge of the West Kentucky college
-out at Lone Oak. 'He is an especially
strong and able man, capable of well
filling that place. He comes to suc-
ceed Prof. Joe Ragsdake, Who resign-
ed to take a position with the public
schools here in the city.
New Room Started.
Yesterday morning the new room
for first grade pupils, was started at
• •i the Washington building on West
Broadway, with Miss Blanche Ingram
In charge. There are forty pupils in
same and they were drawn from the
different buildings over the city.
" CITY COURT
FLORENCE GREER. COLORED
WILL LAY IT OUT FOR
WHILE ANYHOW.
The Grand Larceny Charges Against
Dan Russell and Ben Taylor
Were Both Continued.
A TRULY IDEAL WIFE
HER HUSBAND'S BEST HELPER
Is the Great Source qfVilic:roPuoill 
Heal
wer to Inspire and lincourast
th 
—All Women Should Seek It.
One of the most noted, successful andnoshed men of this century, in a. resentarticle, hes mid, "Whatever I am andwhatever success I have attained inthis world I owe all to my wife. Fromthe day! first knew bar she has beenan inspiration. a the greatest kelp-mate of my We.
Judge Sanders in the polce court
v yesterday morning fined Florence
Greer, colored, $5o and costs for
lounging arouhd and being disorderly
• rout about Ninth and Washington.
The grand larceny charge against
e (Dan Russell was continued until to-
day. He is accused of robbing his
terminate at the St. Nicholas hotel
hat year.
'Until today was also postponed the
similar charge against Ben Taylor,
alias Walter Bonds, who is charged
with stealing a $35 watch from Pete
Anckrson
A fine of $35 was assessed against
•Robert Lee Boyd for disorderly con-
duct.
Leech O'Beyan and George Butler
were dismissed of the breach of the
4 peace charge against them, but given
ia good reprimanding by the court.
They are boys who fought at Second
and Broadway Saturday.
Martin Shannon and J. E. Davis
were asseesed $1 each for a broach of
the peace
The Gambling warrant against Cute
Mntgemery was continued until next
Monday.
A tine of $1 was give each Bud
Campbell and Jim Dunlap, both col-
ored, for scrapping.
Pete Thompson and Phil Jones
were.iiven continuances until today
foe aTbrrach of the peace charge
against them.
.Reed McCormick got a postpone-
ment until today of the case charg-
ing hint with fighting Cecil School-
'craft.
• t 'For 4mrsorality Sarah Ifobbs and
*Frank Irvin were fined $20 each.
John Hoover got drunk, and then
.got fined $1 and costs.
NURSE RACK.
•
To be such a successful wife to re-tain the love and admiration of herhusband, to inspire hint to make the
ilsoM of himself, should be awoman's*instant study.
If a woman dada that her energies
ale 1Iae, 11640he gets easily tired,dart sdowt *Weer under her eyes,she has backache, hsedaehes,basting-dawn pains, marstaiMasse.willifkbyertileritiss or the blues, she dostild start
st mum to build up her meat by afoals with aped& powers, Beth as
Lydia Z. Pinkhaires Vegetable Com-poead.




"Wee timestny MN was born Hews setisred, as I lisp few wen.. 'war have, with inmeihn, lemon leakage,
gain bacasebs sad wriasted =awl:alleetmimastomach said =as
"Lydtr—PleffeZIMWOompa'assidesesa Imam, 
S 
I fed eggitmelleiEsti singled to Inns sod 01111 Yea Ltmarvelous reovvery. Is 
e
sewillegad vulgar. 6-111b;alerAfindey,El SW. VW Meet, Tesasia,Wa
What LydiaE. Pinkhani's Veritable
Oonaádi4 for Mrs. Alaalay it will
do for every sick and ailing wanes.
If you have symptoms roe don't as-eermaied write to lifys. tiatthasn. at
Lynn, Was.. Fier idyl/is is tree mad
always helpful.
Brack Ovren's Child Taken to
Kenosha, Wis., Sunday.
IMiss Lena Henneberger, the train-
ed nurse, returned home Sunday ev-
ening from Chicago, where she has
been attending the bedside of the
child of Mr. and Mrs. Brack Owen,
eieho took the little one there and
-placed hitn under treatment of a spec-
ialist. The child recovered sufficient
the servtees of the nurse to be
ceded no loom. The little ene was
ken to Kenoilne VVra., Sunday by his
her.
CHARITY LADIES
MEETING TO BE HELD THIS
AFTERNOON BY CHAIR-
MEN
Miss Gertrude Brand and Mr Pren-
tice Avant, of Mayfield, Wed at
Fulton.—Nice Dance
REV. B. W. BASS HAS STARTED Coming ComingA PROTRACTED MEETING
IN THE COUNTY.
REVIVAL BEGUN
This Evening Methodist Church So-
cieties Give Reception to Mrs.
Leight— Rev. Pinkerton Hurt
Rev. BI. W. Bass Sunday afterno
started the protracted meeting at
Pleasant Grove ouein the county, and
quite a large crowd was present to
hear his opening address. He preach-
es every night and last evening an-
other good-sized audience was there
The meetings will' continue for sea-
ral weeks.
This aetertscAon at 4 o'clock a meet-
ing w It be held by the Charity club
with Miss Comic Grundy, at her
home on North Seventh near Jeffer-
son street. At this session there is
requested to be preeent all the chair-
men of the committees of ladies who
will have charge of the American Inn
during the carnival next week.
The ladies will have te, select the
assistants who will help them the
respective days 'at the Inn, aid it 's
to talk over this and other things that
the 'Tweeting is called for today.
Wed at Pultoo.
Sunday at Mayfield there left for
Fulton and were married Miss Ger-
trude Brand and Mr. Prentice Avant,
both being prominent young peeple
of that city. They have hosts of
friends here al9o. The couple had
Justice Futtrell perform the cere-
mony.
The charming bride i• the daughter
of Mr. Charles Brand, the live stock
dealer of Mayfield, and niece of Mr.
W. L. Brand, candidate foe sheeff
of Grave, county.
The groom is shipping clerk at the
May pants factory and a young man
of sterling qualities.
Large Crowd Out
The Wallace park dancing pavilion
was crowded last evening with the
large party out attending the dance
given by the ladies, auxiliary of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire-
men
Mertz-Hoerber.
Tornorrow evening at 6 o'clock
X. is Bertha Mertz and Mr. W. C.
Hoerber will be married at the
bride's home in St. Louis, on Slouth
Eighteenth street. They come here
tc reside after their bridal tour
which keeps Chem abeent until the
middle of next month.
Receive Tonight.
The family of Mr. Charles Q. C
Leigh will get away the last of this
week for Chicago, where they will
make their home hereafter, Me.
Leigh having that Northern metrop-
olis as his headquarters for the com-
pany be is contacted with.
Yesterday the Ramsey and Foreign
Neissiemary societies of the &leered-
way Methodist church issued a very
large number of invitations to the
join ret-eption they will give this
eveeing in honor of Mrs. Leigh.
at the residence of Presiding Elder J.
If. 'Roberts, at Eleevntii and Jefferson
tercets. It is a farewell, affair for this
good woman, whose connection with




Rev. W. H. Pinkerton is suffering
from several painfully masted toes,
caused by hint catching same yester-
day in a piano be was 'helping move
at the First Christian chinch.
Box Party.
The following young people en-
joyed a box party at The Kentucky
last evening, witnessing "David, the
Shepherd Boy:" Miss& Lillie Mae
Weretead, Miarjorie Scott. Belie Cave,Corinne Winstead, Lillian Gregory,Helen Decker and Meagre. Cecil La-cy. Ben Frank, Harry Spbaine. Mor-ton 'Hanel, Stuart Sinnott, WalterIverson.
Parish House Opng.
October 15th the formal opening
for Grace Episcopal parida house
will be held and Bishop Woodcock
come, here to preach on that ocasion.
The opening ceremonies continue for
three days and will be quite elaborate.
'A bomb was thrown against thestore of an Italian in New York andthe house partly dernoliehed. Thereis no clue other than a number ofthreatening blackrnailing letters re-ceived by the proprietor of the house.I J. P. Mkegan & Co. have boughtthe Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
railway.
Hebrew New Year.
The Hebrew New Year begins
September a9th, and lasts two days,
and for the occasion special music is
being arranged for Temple Iereal.
Pulpit Supplied.
Rev. T. B. Rouse, of Loan Oak.
came here Sunday and preached at
the Second Baptist church for Rev
Cunningham -who is helping the other
with a protracted meeting at Loan
Oak.
Rally Day Practice.
All scholars of the First Presbyter-
ian church Sunday school will please
be at the church this afternoon at
4:30 o'clock. to start practice for the
Rally Day services.
WAS SMASHED
AN ENGINE ABOUT WRECKED
THE FURNITURE OF
MR LEIGH
By Thursday Appurtenances at New
Bridge Will Be Working—Rum-
ble of Rails
The freight car loaded with house-
hold goods of Mr. Ohaeles Q. C.
Leigh did root get away Saturday
night for Chicago, where the family
will reside in the future, because of
a mishap, report of which was made
Sunday morning. The accident re-
sulted in the hourehoid furniture be-
ing -.mashed to pieces by a wild en-
gine crashing into a car while on a
side track out in the yards, the switch
being kft open. The car contained
the household furreture of Mr.
Leigh and these were smashed to
pieces. What was left of the articles
was taken down to the freight house
at Sixth and Campbell and an invent-
ory is now being made of the rem-
nants.
Appurtenances Ready.
The interlocking plant, signals and
other appurtenances at the new Ten-
nessee river bridge will be in shape
for operation by Thursday. Work
of tearing down the old F truc t ore
goes ahead and several spans have
been taken out of the way.
Click of Steel.
The I. C. pay car went to Mem-
phis yesterday.
Now tent the fall rush in buehess
is coming en the mechanical forces
at the I. C. are being increased.
SEVERAL SESSIONS.
Veterans, Horse Show People and Y.




will furnish attractions for
The Padecithliravelinq Men's Club Carnival
September 25 to 30 inclusive,
14 BIG ATTRACTIONS 14
This evening the Confederate vet-
erann meet at the city hall police
court room.
Tonight at the Builders' Aesock-
tinn headquarters on South Fourth
street, the horse show reommittee
meet.
The board of directors for the
Young Men's Christian Association
meet* tonight.
FOR EVERYBODY, AGE CUTS NO FIGURE. THE LARGEST AND BEST AMUSEMENT AGGRE-GATION IN THE COUNTRY. WATCH FOR THE FAMOUS "SUNFLOWER SPECIAL." BANDCONCERTS TWICE DAILY BY THE BEST MILITARY BAND ON THE ROAD. DOWN THE IN-TERESTINIG MORAL PIKE YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH THE TRAINED WILD ANIMALARENA; EVERY ANIMAL AN ACTOR; SUBDUED BY THE IRON WILL OF THEIR TRAINERSAND MADE TO PERFORM THE MOST WONDERFUL FEATS WITH ALMOST HUMAN INTELLI-GENCE
the great Roman Coliseum
FEATURING DAINTY, DETERMINED DEMONA LOOPING THE LOOP IN A HOLLOW BALL.HRRE ALSO WILL BE PRESENTED DARE DEVIL SMITHSON LEAPING THE GAP; THEWHIRLING WHEELERS; ALBERTO, THE HUMAN SNAKE; THE RANDALL BROS., EXPERTRIFLE SHOTS; THE VELARE TRIO, WORLD'S FAMOUS ACROBATS;MARDINE AND DENMAR,EQUIL/BRISTS.
THE KATZENJAMMER KASTLE. A DESPONDENCY DISPELLER OF THE IRRESISTIBLEKIND MAKES THE OLD FEEL YOUNG AND THE YOUNG FEEL GAY.THE ALPS—BEAUTIFUL IN ITS RARITY, ENCHANTING IN ITS LOVELINESSCREATION—THE MOST SUBLIME SPECTACLE EVER PRESENTED. WITHOUT EXCEP-TION THE GRANDEST PRODUCTION EVER ATTEMPTED UNDER CANVAS.PEGGY FROM PARIS—ONE OF THE SIX BIG HITS ON THE PIKE AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.GRAND, GORGEOUS, GLITTERING, GLORIOUS. SEE PEGGY.HOW OLD IS ANN—SEE HER YOURSELF. YOU WILL LAUGH AT ANN.THE PALACE OF MIRTH—EVERY MOVE YOU MAKE EVERY STEP YOU TAKE—LAUGH.WU CHING MA—THE SMALLEST CHINAMAN IN THE WORLD.THE ELECTRIC THEATRE—SHOWING THE MOST SENSATIONAL PICTURES EVER REPRO-DUCED BY ELECRICITY.
TAKE A RIDE ON PARKER'S FAMOUS FOUR HORSE ABREAST CARRY-US-ALL. HEARTHE dio,000 ORCHESTRION PLAY THE LATEST AIRS. TAKE A RIDE IN THE FARRIS WHEELAND GET OFF THE EARTH. THE AMERICAN VILLAGE WILL BE A NOBJECT OF INTERESTTO EVERY ONE ENTERING THE GROUNDS, AND THE OLD COUNTRY STORE WILL FURNISHAMUSEMENT FOR ALL. NOT A DULL MOMENT SOMETHING GOING ON ALL THE TIME.Don't forget the Date--
September 25 to 30, inclusive
MILL TEAM WON
THE 19o5's WERE VANQUISHED
GOOD AND PROPER SUN-
DAY AFTERNOON,
The Rain Stopped the Game Started
at Princeton With L. A. L.'s—
Metiopelis Beat Paducah.
Sunday aiterneen out about the de-
pot the Knitting efill baseball club
played a game with the 1905's, with
result that the latter were defeated by
a score of 5 to o. Hart and Garrett
were the battery for the Knitting
Mill. while Clark and Gourieux did
that work for the 19o5 club.
Rained 'Ern Out.
.Sunday at Prioceton the L. A. L.'s
of this city played the club of that
place, but the game had to be
brought to a close in the last half of
the fourth 4^eMg on account of the
rain. When playing was stopped the
Paducah boys had three scores while
the others had none.
Probabilities are the Princeton
team wilb be brought here next Sun-
day to piny the local club on the
league ball grounds.
Handed Them Bunch.
The Central club of here got de-
feated at Metropolis Sunday by a
score of it to 2, notwithrtanding
Dick Brahic of the K. I. T. league
team helped the Centrals.
Attends Meeting.
President Gus Thompson, of the
league club of here, is preparing to
next Sunday attend the K. I. T. lea-
gue officers meeting at Vincennes.,
Ind,
Chief Gone.
Last night Chief }ferry Lloyd left
for Cincinnati to he gone several
weeks.
Congressman J W. Babcock, of
Milwaukee, who is the chairman of
'the Republican congressional ' corn-I
mittee, says he will not be a candidate
for re-election as chairman of the
committee and will not serve if
ichosen to the place. He seems to
'be miffed about entmetirhing.
RATES ON ALL RAILROADS.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management, for vests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates





Superior Fallities for Office
flanoung Freight, Machinery 2nd and MonroeAnd riousehold Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Louisville Races and Horse Show
For the reeve occasions, the Illin-
ois Cc era: .eroad company will on
Septeineer 15th and 16th sell tickets
to Lye:qv:11e and return • for
good returning until October 9th,
and n.: September 17th to 30th in-
ceusivi ly, at the same rate, good re-
turniee three days from date of sale,
and en October 1st to 7th inclusive,




T. A. Union depot.
Overheatd on the Train.
First Commuter—I bought a Bible
the other day that was written just
like an up-to-date novel, without any
of this verse bus ness.
Second Commuter—Do you .prefer
it that way?
First Commuter—Do I? Well, I
just guess I do. Why, this way
is just like leeratere.—New York
Times.
•41, • v• n ire the reliable
book trannIsseerr, Blank Booka
Job and t,inding. The onlyeeetes:ee ". I nder is Paducah
Libra: if so•.- a • •
Reduced Rates, Lexington, Ky.
On account of the State Fair at
Lexington, Ky., the Illinois Central
Railroad company will sell tickets
from Paducah to Lexington and re-
turn, September 17th to 23rd inclus-
ive, for $9.35, good returning until
September 24th.
On account of Kentucky confer-
ence, M. E. Church, Lexington, Ky.,
tickets will be sold September 27th,
and 28th, with return limit October
3rd, for $t2e5 for the round trip.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD, T, A.,
Union Depot.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat
ments. Body massage, Electriciu




Mirs. Whittier Lowell—In disobey-
ing me, Emerson, you were doing
wrong and I am punishing you to im-
press it upon your mind.
Emerson—Aren't you mistaken,






At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
*CBElia S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
One Year  $Soo
Six Months  a.so
Three Months  7.se
One Week  so
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberhuld 378.
Tuesday Morning, Sept. 19. 15.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The Register is authorized to an-
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a
candidate for Coroner of McCracken
county, subject to action of the demo-
cratic precinct conventions to be
held Saturday October 7.
•
Corruption in Politics.
The national republican campaign
committee is now confronted with
the sworn testimony of an official of
the New York Isi,fe Insurance com-
pany to the effect that his company
contributed $so,000 to the campaign
fund last year. The accusation was
made during the campaign that the
republican party was the beneficiary
of large "contributions" from the cor-
porate interests of the East, but re-
publicans high in authority and in a
position to know vehemently denied
the accasation, but now the plain
cold lie is given to their denials.
Campaign contributOns are but the
price for protection or favorable leg-
islation, and every contribution de-
manded and given is but a bribe.
Speaking from a "practical" pohtical
standpoint it has been the good fort-
uric of the republican party in late
years to be so entrenched as to easily
receive large sums of money for cor-
rupt purposes. Many corporations
:contribute" to both parties so as to
be stIct 'to land on the winning side,
and certain denteocratic leaders are
just as eager to pluck the corpora-
tions a, the leaders of the opposite
•party
In 19o1 rumors were rife of the
great campaign steal in this state by
•
certain so-called democrats. It was
openly talked that three of the gang
virtualy stole about $6o,000 that was
Fottended for the state cam,paign
fund in 1900. The customary appeals
or rather demand* were sent to the
rich concerns in the F-ast and the
campaign managers were amazed to
receive some replies that some weeks
before checks for $1o,000 had been
sent to Kentucky, but rumor has it
that the money never went into the
treasury of the campaign committee
4101 into the pockets of certain in-
dividuals: Beckham in making his
campaign :n 1903 threatened to ca-
plet the theft, but some cold-blooded
and shrewed poiitice were played
and the occasion no longer required
in exposure.
The observations are merely made
to impress the decent people that as
a rule the political affairs of this
country, of both Parties, seem to be
in the hands of a set of rascals and
thieves, eomenon bribe takers and
bribe givers.. This is the gentry that
have their rttle mouthpieces in every
city in the land to howl "stand by
the party," which means nothing
more or less than for the people to
stand by a gang that fattens; and
grows rich off the spoils of pclitics,
when they should really be in the
penitentiaries of the country learning
p trade.
The American citizen who does not
stand flat footed for honesty in poli-
tics and against the grafters and po-
litical thieves, is not a good citizen.
He fails in his duty to his home, his
country and his children. ,By suffer-
ing himself, to be dominated by po-
litical tricksters and shyster lawyers
he f,s simply Passing down as an
heritage to his, children a corrupt and
vicious form of government that will
ever be presironf:40 plague the gener-
•
otiose biased courts', and they no
longer freetrren. Let every true citi-
zen think for himself, vote for his
country:a, good and do his full duty
towards resisting the encroachments
on the liberties of the people. The
vicious and criminal element should
be in the jail houses, and their
friends and protectors driven from
places of trust and honor. We are
not appealing to your neihrbor to do
this, but to you who roary read what
we have to say. It is you to waicnn
we address ourseisreo and not to
the other fellow.
Every Good Citizen's Duty.
•If the American voter desires'hon-
esty in politics and none but honest
men in office, he must not wait .for
national and state elections, but
open his eyes to what is going on
right at home and in his own ward
and precinct. Vote against the graft-
er, the tool and the questionable
character for constable, magistrate,
alderman or counc:Iniao, and then
good men will offer for those places.
Give the local koders to understand
that indifferent men will be defeated.
When this is done a great change
will be wrought in local affairs, and
the good work will be spread to the
state and the nation. The time is at
hand for the good people in every
city in the land to stand together,
wort together and make every fel-
low show his colors. Organize and
arrange so that each and every man
may know how every other man
stands on the question of better gov-
ernment. Taxpayers and the .wage-
earners have the right to demand
economical administration of public
affairs, and the defeat of every can-
didate who stands for any special in-
terest against that of the people.
Judge Alton B. Parker, the late
democratic candidate for the presi-
dency, in discussing the recent dis-
closure of a $oo,000 contribution by
a large insurance company to the re-
publican committee said,:
"It is not my purpose to claim
that the democratic party, subjected
to the temptation which has over-
come the other party during the last
few years, woofs,' have acted differ-
ently. Mere party advantage should
not be sought from the disclosures
made in this investigation. But the
facts should be diligently sought,
that the people may become so arous-
ed that they will insist upon legisla-
tion making it a criminal offensie
for officers to contribute c-ceporate
fund* for political purposes and dre-
iV•iving the apparently successful can-
delates of their offices.
"Efforts in that direction have bilen
making in different states since Ne-
vember last, and partially in this
date. But the republican organiza-
tion wound not consent to it, so 'the
legislature defeated the bills. And the
organization never will consent un-
til an aroused pubtc sentiment shall
threaten legislators with political
oblivion who fail to enact effective
laws on the subject."
It is said that Japan learned much
from America. Yes, three of the
Japanese naval paymasters have been
detected in embezzling $165,000 dur-
ing the past twelve months.
Mr. Parker can now get back at
his enemies in the last national can-
vass by saying "I told you so."
Is Honor Wanting?
(Louisville Courier-Jou:nal.)
Are the educated classes in the
United States, overtrained by the
schools in everything except a high
standard of personal honor, gradually
drifting into loose notions about right
and wrong with respect to the disposi-
tion, the gaining and the losing of
money!
Many business developmnts and dis-
closures the country round would
lead one to think so, but the light
thrown upon the subject by the re-
moval of only'a part of the lid con-
cerning the operations of the insue-
ance companies is positively dazing.
'The sangfroid with which transactions
little short of infamous are admitted
and related, and sometimes justified.
bears witness to the lowest order of
integrity, whilst the mater-of-course
way the public takes it. is proof of an
insensibility which is none the less
shocking that it does not put itself
to the trouble of affecting surprise
and seems not to be troubled at all,
,Here 'Mites Mr. George W. Per-
kins to tell with unblushing candor
that the New York Life gave in three
presidential elections sums aggregat-
ing nearly one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars to the republican
campaign fund. This faces two ways.
impeaches both the New York
Life and the republican party. Not
a penny of the Money belonged to
• Mr. John A. McCall, the resident
of the company, who gave it. and
who, Mr. Perkins goes out of his
lo inform us, is a democrat,
if the VEPtiblican party,1044 50
IblOr 4or idiot
- :
I ED FEELING? ReadThis "I have found Wine of Cardui suchs benefit to vac," writes Mn. Leota Forteof Toledo, El., that I shall continue touse it. I cannot praise your medicine 'enough."
A tired or languid feeling is a sign of weak vitality, and this, in women, is nearly al--
ways due to the debilitating influence of female trouble. When your menstrual functions
are out of order, they call upon the nerves for help, and your nerves answer the call by
throwing into the weak parts all the blood force and vitality they can possibly get together.
Of course this weakens the rest of your body. Of course you feel tired and languid. Of
course you need outside help to keep up your strength and help to make you weH. This
necessary help you can get by taking Cardui, the pure, old, reliable, scientific remedy for sick
women. For tiredness, weakness, irregular menstruation, monthly pains, dragging sensa-
tions, debilitating discharge, and all female complaints, a sure cure is
WINE C DUI Woman's Relief
OF I From Pain
Wit112 TM A !ATTU
treaty .sad frankly, In strktest confidence, tsln ss all
your symptom arid troubles. We sea/ tree advice (In
plain saki envelope) bow to care thee. Address:
Ladies' Advisory Dept, The Ciadtanooga Medidne Ce.,
Chattanooga, Teen.
must it not have got of them all? The
five-million-dollar story receives ,here
its confirmation. But one-third of
this money went to the republican
campaign fund of 1904, and thereby
swings another lantern and hangs an-
other tale. Peehaps Mr. Perkins
chuckled as he took the committee
and the public into his coafidence
with such charming composure.
It was charged by Judge Parker,
the democratic nominee for president
in 1904, that large stems of money
were bring extorted. by Me republi-
can oampaign managers from the
wealthy corporations. Nfr. Roosevelt,
whose confidential man-of-all-work,
Me. Cortelyon, was the head of these
republican campaign managers, in-
tfignantly denied it. The people at
large either did not believe it, or else
they approved it, for they went to
the polls in great numbers and' voted
for Mr. Roosevelt. But what are we
to think in the teeth of the statement
of Mr. Pertains?
Six months before the day bf the
last presidential election the talk in
Well street was dead against Mr.
Roosevelt. Six weeks before that day
,it had died out and the men making
it had either turned tail and fallea in-
to the republican columns or else
"gone a-fishing" What had Wrought
a change so sudden and startling?
If Mr. JObn A. McCall is a demo-
crat, .as Mr. Perkins says he is, he
gave the McKinley campaign fund of
1986 and temoo, the money because he
was afraid of Mir. Bryan and the free
silver propaganda. Many democrats
shared his apprehension. But, there
was nothing to frigliten Me. McCall
away from Judge Parker in 1904. If
he gave money in that year, and Mr.
Perkins says he did, it roust have
/been on compulsion. Mr. Cortelyou.
Iwhilst he was secretary of com-
merce, most have got wind of the
state of things inside the New York
Life, now being brought to light by
the legislative investigating commit-
tee, and Mir. McCall must have felt,
when Mr. Bliss, the republican cam-
paign treasurer, asked him for money,
that Mr. Cortelyoto with his danger-
use knowledge, was not far behind Mr
•Bliss, and that, in consequence, it
would be prudent to cough up the
amount and say no more about it.
Is there anything improbable, or
strained in this surmise? And, where
does it lead if not to the door of, the
White House?
;Let Us go back a little. After Mr.
Roosevelt had made sure of his pos-
session of the republican organiza-
tion, the grat financiers said to one
'another: "Let him go along with hisnomination—what we'll do to him in
the election will be a-plenty" And
they meant it. Now, was the transfer
of Mk. Cortelyou from private secte-
tary to secretary of commerce—at the
opportune moment—and his transfer
from secretary of commerce to chair-
man ot the national republican com-
mittee—at the opportune moment—
pure accident, or was it deep, far-
seeing design? Was Mir. Roosevelt
aware of what was going forward and
did be say to himself: "I know a trick
worth two of that?"
Whether he did, or not, Mr. Chair-
man Cortelyou, armed with the
knowledge of Mr. Secretary Cortel-
you—whether by magic, or hypnotic
spell—got of the ugly-tempered kings
of Wall street all the money he want-
ed, shut their mouths as close and
as dumb as oysters, and received from
the people at the polls, in presence of
all the facts, an overwhelming vote
of confidence.
And this is why we ask: "Are the
educated classes in the United States,
overtrained by the schools in every-
thing except a high standard of per-
sonal honor. gradually drifting into
loose notions about right and wrong,
with .respect to money?" for, let us
not forget that it is the repithlican
party, which claims a monopoly in
the culture as well as the morality
of the time, leaving us, O dam-





We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest 'in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
FOREIGN TRADE.D o You Want ToPORTS OPEN TO
Interesting Reports Concerning Pro-
gress of Traffic in Japau.
Washingten, Sept. m8.—The depart-
ment of commerce continues to furno
ish reports concerning the progress
of trade in Japan. It is shown by
the most recent one that Japan now
has thirty ports open to foreign
trade. Osaka is the leading one, and
boasts of so much shipping that it is
called the Liverpool of the East. A
million people or /DOTY live at this
busy place, and enormous docks are
being built there.
In iftils the imports of Japan were
valued at only $2s,000,0co. Of the
amount the United States supplied
$2,000,000, and Great Britain $ ,000,-
000. In 1904 Japan bought $183,000,-
000, of which the United States furn-
ished $29.00,000, and Great Britain
$37,000,000. The leading products
sold to the Japanese by gtisk_ mer-
chants were mineral oils, flour it'd
raw cotton. In the same year Japan's
exports amounted to $159.0oest000.
The heaviest buyer from Japan was
the United States--$5o,‘23,000. China
was next—$33,857.000. Great Britain
c-atoe tow down in the list--ottly $8,-
787,000. It will be !Will that our pur-
chases are one-third of the total Jap-
anese exports.
Wear Better Clothes?
GET A HOME SAVINGS BANK AND START SAVING. THEY
MAKE MONEY EASY BECAUSE YOU CAN SAVE IN SMALL
AMOUNTS AND AT ODD TIMES. SMALL SUMS SAVED FRE-
QUENTLY AMOUNT TO A LARGE AMOUNT IN A SHORT TIME.
YOU POSITIVELY DON'T MISS THE MONEY YOU SAVE 1"
WITH THESE LITTLE BANKS DROPPING MONEY INTO
THEM EVERY NOW AND THEN SOON RUNS UP AN ACCOUNT
WHICH WILL ENABLE YOU TO HAVE LOTS OF THINGS YOU
NOW MISS. CASH PRICES ARLLOWER THAN CREDIT PRICES.




The dtpartrnent make, right here neither treaties of reciprocity nor
this comment: tariff revision are needed to build up
"This resole, in the face of prertec- our foreign commerce. Quality and
tive tariffs in both lands, proves that prices of goods and demand, both
ways, regulate all that."
As President Roosevelt has been
trying for two years or more to have
the senate adopt reciprocity treaties
in the interest of American com-






An elegant line of impOrted cloths
and suiting. for Fall and Winter.
Of I




576 Broadway, Opp. kraternity
TOO MUCH RAIN
AT KANSAS CITY.
(Kansas City, Mo., Sept. i8.—Rain
has fallen in Kansas City and vicinity
every day excepting one in Septems
her, with a total downfall to date of
to inches in 17 days, and today there
is no prospect of immediate cessation.
Practically the same conditions have
prevailed throughout Western Mis-
souri and in a portion of eastern and
'central Kansas. As a result all
streams in this pert of the country
confiner to rise alit(' railroad trallic is





ALGERNON COLEMAN, M. A.,
HEADMASTER A PREPARA-
TORY SCHOOL FOR BOYS.
FIRST SESSION BEGINS ABOUT
SEPT. 15TH (DEFINITE AN-
NOUNCEMENT NEXT WEEK.)
TERMS: SIXTY-SIX AND TWO-
THIRDS DOLLARS FOR THE
SESSION. MEMBERS LIMITED.
A FEW VACANCIES IN CLASS-
ES ALREADY FORMED.
FOR THE PRESENT MR.
COLEMAN MAY BE SEEN AT
3007 WEST BROADWAY OR 126
SOUTH FOURTH STREET.
TELEPHONE 354 AND 43-
ii Velgt, of Louisville, a oro-
ceisigifirtallil &hot and eilll 1, le-












































































































Opening of Levy's New Store
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20TH.
This store will open with a thorough and complete line of Ladies' Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists, Silk Petticoats,
Mercerized Pitticoats, Fur Sets, Fur Scarfs, Muffs, Near Seal, Seal, Astrachan, Persian Lamb, Krimmer and Beaver
Jackets. The lines shown will embrace the product of America's greatest tailors and manufacturers, also including a




30 O'dock Wednesday, Sept. 20, 1905 Doors Open at,8:30 O'clock




SERIES WILL BE GIVEN BY
ODD FELLOWS AND RE.
*MANS THIS WINTER
Arrangements Being Made to Install
a Branch a Knights of Colum-
bus Here in a Few Days.
.A social club has been organized
.by niensbare ohthe Odd FeSowilodg-
es and also ' from the Daughter. of
Rebehah for the purpose of giving a
eerie* of entertaimnents, dances, etc.,
during the winter months, the money
made by same to go to the commit-
tee of arrangements preparing for the
interstate Odd Fellows' session to be
held bete April a6th, 1906. The first
affair to be given by the committee
is their dance tomorrow night at the
Wallace park pavilion.
The intestate gathering is that
participated in by delegates from all
lodges within a radius of too miles
out of Southern Illinois, including
Southwestern Indiana, Western Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, and Southeast-
ern Missouri.
Knights of Columbus.
A branch body of the Knight%
of Columbee is to be organized in
thee city, and seeps toward that end
were taken Sunday night at the Ellca'
hall, on North Fourth street, at
•• which time a strong address was
made by State Deputy J. J Fit-
• 1 V timid, of Louisville. He spoke to
a large crowd and already thirty
member* for the branch have been
procured, while the requisite fifty will
he in before long. The order is
'text'', a Catfiolle affair, social in
natirre, lint carrying an in.-mance
benefit department. Lexington, Cov-
ington and Louisville are the only
Kentirckylnwnii now 'having branches.
litany members live here, but affil-
lute with those towas in membership.
reasern Star.
Tomorrow evening the ladies of
the Fnetern Sear meet at the Fra-
tern ty budding for initiation and de-
gree work.
FA'n'Pelor NjOitmlst, of Russia, has





We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S... R.ANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department,
• / Mechanics' $ Farmers' Savings Bank,
Room 3, Amer.-Ger. Nat. Bank.
CHECKS RAISED
JESSIE STRINGER, COLORED,
ACCUSED OF RAISING TWO
GIVEN HIM.
Firemen Shed Carroll Cut on Leg
During Fight With Mate
Carroll.
Yeeteriry there was arrested, by
°Seer* •Dugesa and- Hessian, Jessie
Stringer, a sank colored boy who has
been employed at the Paducah coop-
erage works in Machaniceburg The
lad is chatted with raising pay-
checks given him at that place of his
services. He is accused of raising ae
$147 check to $4.47, and one for
$1.45 to $4.45, and getting them cash-
ed at the office.
Relatives Fought.
Fireman Shad Carroll and Mate J.
A Carroll, of the towboat Henrietta.
got into a quarrel yesterday regard-
ing a colored crew tieing shipped up
on the craft, on which they are em-
ployed. The two fought and during
the melee the fireman was cut on the
leg by the other. They were arrest-
ed by Officers Johnson and Rogers
Darkies Scrapped.
Charles Foster and Reuben Whit-
low, both colored, engaged in a fight
out out Eighth and Jones streets,
and were arrested by Patrolmen Hur-
ley and Singery. Foster's face was
made nearly into hash by the other
who gave him a severe beating.
Drunken People.
Tormnie Clark, the cigarrn. aker, was
arrested by Officers !Johnson and
Rogers on the charge of being drunk,
while Driver John Austin of the pa•
trol wagon arrested Robert Russ, at
Ninth and Kentucky avenue, on the
same charge.
Drove Too Fast
On South Tenth street A. F. Mel-
bern and Roy Spess, white, were ar-
rested by Officers Hurley and Singery
on the charge of driving dangerously
swift through the pttblic streets.
Bad Language Used.
Scott Sink!, white, was arrested by
Officers Terrell and Cross on the
charge of using profane language to-
wards Mrs. Hamilton. •
Somebody Struck Cynthia.
Officer Terrell arrested Will Hay-
nes, white, on the charge of striking
Cynthia Hawking
Predicting a shortage in the crop
the southern cotton raisers are pre-
paring to -wage a war of prices against
the manufacturers.
Two men were killed at Weimer,











Mt. all rrne 1 , 4'77; rising.
Nashville, 8.3; falling.
1./avis blend Dam, 5.re- filling.
Pittsburg, 3.& faUsng. v.
St. Louis, r.o; fel ng
Mt. Vernon. 5ai tailing • 4. •,Paducah, 6.i; falling. _ . -
The Dick Fowler went to Mound
City yesterday for repair..
The towboat Pacific passed down
the Ohio rivet Sunday with a der-
rick in tow.
The steamer Charleston ca led
two large crowds to Smithland dr_
day on her excureion. That is Prob-
ably the last river outing of the sea-
Gal
The Chattanooga dropped down
to near the w'harfboat for re 1. to
her cabin. ' •
This morning there gets away at
8 o'clock for Cairo the steamer War-
ren, which comes back tonight about
ti o'clock.
There came out of the Tennessee
river this morning the steamer Clyde.
She lays until 5 o'clock tomorrow af-
ternoon before getting out on her re-
turn that way.
The Henry Harley comes in today
from Evansville and leaves immedi-
ately on her return that way.
Yesterday the Joe Fowler went to
Evansville and comes back again t
1170? 1' OW .
The Buttarff got in Sunday from
Naritrville and left yesterday for
Clarksville, and comes back again
from the latter place tomonrow. She
then leaves for Clarksville.
The City of Saltillo left St. Louis
yesterday afternoon, and reaches here
tomonrow morning en route .to the
Tennessee river.
Engineer Wm. Davis, of the Pa-
cific No. 2, was taken past here on
Sunday en route to Cairo. where he
was put in, the marine hospital qn
account of severe burns he received
while aboard his boat near Golcon4a
when the joint of the exhaust
blew off and escaping steam and
ter badly scalded him. This happen-
ed Saturday, while Friday Willie Da-
vit, brother of this man, was 'injured
at Nlew Madrid, Min., in * eimaar
rrvanner aboard the towboat Peeve!,
of which Captain Frank Farley, df
here, is commander. Vollie was tak-
en to the Cairo infirmary Sunday
aluce and neither brother knew of the
other's; accident until they learned of
the other's presence in the ward. Both
are in a clangeroue condition.
•
The Russian troops which. were
sent to Causasia have about quelled
the troubles at Bakv.
POPULAR LADY
MISS ALICE WILLIS DIES OF
RHEUMATISM IN METROP-
OLIS, ILL.
Mr. W. S Epperson, Brother of
Mm. Judge Greer, Died at
Rockdale. Texas.
Sunday afternoon about 2 o'clock
Metropolis Joel one of its most prone-
viscap young ladies in the person of
Was Alice WC liritt, who was dearly
laved by all and held in the highest
of estimation. She had hundreds of
friends here where she often visited.
The cause of her death was muscular
rheumatism from which she suffered
lune a while.
The deceased was 2b years of age
kgrul diameheer of Dr. and Mrs'. J. T.
Willie leading residents of that
neighboring town. She left three
brothers to ITIOUTD her lase, Dr.
Omer Wilt, of Missouri, Dr. Albert
Willis, of Missouri, and Mr. Herbert
Willis, life insurance man of this city.
The funeral services occur this af-
ternoon at 4 o'clock at Metropolis
with interment immediately following.
Paducah Lady's Brother.
Sunday Mrs. W. D. Greer, wife
of the attorney, reeved word that
the day before at Rockdale, Texas,
there died her brother, Mr. W. S.
Epperson, as the result of an opera-
tion for appendicitis.
The deceased was 60 years of age
and a native of Frankfort, Ky., but
had Lived in Texas for many years.
Mrs. Greer, Miss Myrtle Greer,
Mr. and Mee. Edward Atkins and
Miss Elizabeth Atkins go to Frank-
fort neat Friday to attend burial of
the lorly which will be brought there.
Expired Sunday.
Sunday Mr. C M. Neely passed
away at his home, 933 Clay street.
The deceased was a painter and 52
years of age. He came here from
Rnsselv lle. Ky., and is survived by
l
a wife and three children. Yeriterday
morning at TO o'clock the funeral serv
ices were conducted at the residence
by illy. J S. Cheek, of the First
Baptist church, and were followed
with interment at Oak Grove ceme-
tery.
Died of Childbirth.
Sunday there was buried in the
Clark's river section bf the criunty,
Mrs. Era S. Cate, who died the
evening before of childbirth.
The deceased was 23 years of age
and the vile of Mr. Aaron Cate.
, Child Expired.
TorfaY at the Pleasant Grove cem-
etery out in the county, there will be
buried Roy Wilkins, aged two years,
who died at the family home on Ash-
craft avenue.
ALLOWED MILEAGE
JOHN HANCOCK GOT PAY FOR
COMING HERE FROM
PITTSBURG, PA.
Judson Roach Qualified as a Notary
Public—Several Deeds Filed
for Record Yesterday.
In the county court yesterdar bil
Hancock was allowed $35, to pay his
railroad fare to this place from Pitts-
burPa , and return, he having been
summoned as a Witness in the grand
larceny charge pending in the circuit
court against Meek. Yeetimia and
Harry Phillips, who, are accused of
robbing J. R. Warlord of a watch
at a West Court resort. Hancock
v.-as arrested with the two at that
time, but acquitted of complicity, and
had left town.
Realty Transfers.
G. D. Palmer has sold to Adolph
Weil, for $1,50o, property near Sev-
enth and Monroe streets. The deed
was filed k's- record with the county
clerk yesterday.
Land out in the county was bought
for $t60 from M. S. Price by Mary
E. Bircheitt.
C. C. Pierce sold to J.  B. Steger,
for $600, land on the Blandville road
in the county.
For $700, M. J. Wood. transferred
1.-oid in the county to R. J. Baldry.
J. P. anti ENa Hart sold to J. G.
Adams, for $acio, property out in the
county.
Property at Eigh4 and Bachman
streets was oId 431-1 Cora Bryant by
W. Fe Minnich for $150.
T• B. Probus and wife sold to
Louise M. Mietzger for $575, proper-
ty on Lincoln street.
Notary Public.
Judson Roach filed a commission
as notary public, with the county
clerk, and qualified to discharge the
duties of that office.
Licensed to Marry.
Alex Snyder, aged 25, and Eva
Pearl Wilson, aged 17, of this city,
were remised to marry.
J. S. Green, a Baltimore boy, Stli-
cided in a New 'York hotel. He had
written a sister of his intention to
take his life and she notified the hotel
of the fact. An examination develop-
ed that the threat had been carried
out. Green shot himself. '
Vegetated
Calomol
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST roc.
Purity In
Prescriptions.
A prescription may be com-
pounded so accurately, by ex-
perienced prescriptionists, with
the highest degree of careful-
ness, yet if the drugs are not
pure it is worthless—dangerous.
No matter where you go ,you
cannot find purer drugs, prompt
er service or more skill than
we use in filling your prescrip-









ARE 'THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-







7th & Jackson Ste. phone 23e,& Clay Ste- phone 311.
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
7th lend Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
d111111111111111111Sh 
Best Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second nd Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.)
C. M. BUDD, Manager. Both Telephone Numbers 254
CLASS HOUSE
IS NO DREAM
Would Cost Much' More Than an
Ordinary House—Could Have
Glass Furniture, and Its Ten-
ants Could Wear Glass Clothes—
Many Uses for Wire Glass.
!of green 'houses, for which they ateadmirable because of their qualitiesof not conducting heat. Tall chim-
ney) have also been constructed of
these glass bricks, and they have giv-
en satisfaction thus used.
"When the builder of the first glass
house, such as I have been telling
you about, comes to die, he can be
buried in a glass coffin—some people
have been buried in them already;
he can have his grave marked with
a glass tombstone or have an elab-
orate tombstone or his mausoleum
built of glass to mark his, final rest-
ing place, and thus even after death
signify his predilection for this won-
derful material."
The agent of another manufacturing
company, to whom the reporter went
for confirmation (or denial) of the
predictions of this enthusiastic prophs
et of an age of glass, was inclined to
laugh at the idea of a house built en-
tirely of glass, not becaqse it was
impossible, but chiefly because of its
great cost.
"So far as I know," he said, "no-
body has ever attempted to build a
'house of glass bricks. It would be
"This glass bag, for instance, is possible, of course, for such bricks are
probably the latest of such old say- made and sold today, but they are
ings to suffer total eclipse, for it is vastly more expensive than ordinary
entirely possitle and feasible now for bricks and I fear always will be.
a man to live in a glass house with- "Yet the time is not far distantout any fear of damage from flying when some buildings will be whollystones, any rnbre, that is, than if he constructed of glass. I have rightlived in any ordinary house of.wood, 'here in my office now a set of bluebrick or stone. A man may build his prints of plans for a bank buildingwhole house of glass and have a re-
markably safe, comfortable and
thealtbfull dwelling, too. I do not
know that such a house has yet been
built anywhere in the world, but here
is a chance for a chap who wants to
put up a house that shall be unique.
"And when be sets about it 'he will
be surprised to find bow easily it can
be done. The chief element entering
into the construction of our glass
house would be glass bricks, which
are now made hollow, and ace there-
fore light in weight, yet they are
much stronger than ordinary bricks
made of clay.
"They are absolutely impervious to
water and they are non-conductors of
sound and beat. Our prospective
builder will see at once their obvious
advantages over ordinary building
materials in durability, in protection
from outside noise and from cold
"These blovon glass bricks are, of
course, opaque, so the dweller in the
glass house will enjoy just as much
privacy as any other. They are her-
metically sealed when red hot, and so
are perfectly clean and proof against
al disease germs.
"These bricks can be laid up in
cement made of a fine white glass
sand, and so the walls will present
the appearance of handsome, clean
and unbroken vitreous surfaces. The
walls could be washed ds.wn with a
hose as often as desired for absolute
cleanliness without doing the slight-
est damage.
"Poe foundations a material called
stone glass should be used. This has
three times the resisting powc-
granite to crushing strains. The roof
will be of glass tiles, which can now
be obtained in any desired color and
which would add a charming effect
of color to the completed house.
"Inside the house practically all fix-
ings and finishing.; will be made of
glass. All the plumbing, all water
pipes, sewer pipes, all flues for heat-
ing and conduits for electric wires
will be of glass. And this will in-
sure, not alone greater cleanliness,
but af, well greater safety. Such
glass pipes are fireproof.
"Besides the pipes, drains, etc.,
the fixtures to be made of glass will
include sinks, washtubs. basins and
bath tube. Of course, the floors and
stairs will be made of glass And win-
dow shutters and doors could be
sonde of the same material if desired.
"If, after seeing the success of his
experiment in building a glass house,
our owner should wish to do so, he
rould go farther anehave many arti-
cles of furniture made of this mate-
rial—such as tables, beds, boards and
so on, and toughened glassware could
replace all crockery.
"The old idea that glass is neces-
sarily the most brittle of all sub-
stances will in time be trasclihed as
the knowledge becomes widespread
that in masses it is really a kind of
rock and is, indeed, harder than most
of the hardest rocks. When put
through certain toughening processes
glass becomes almost indestructible.
"I will not deny that the builder
of such a glass house would have to
be a rich man, for while all or nearly
all of the things I have enumerated
as entering into the construction and
furnishing of such a house are now
on the market and can be utilized in
the way suggested, it is true that the
most of them are a good bit more
expensive than similar things made
"The old adage about people who
live in glass houses is in a way of be-
ing spoiled of its meaning by the ad-
vance of modern industry and inven-
tion," said the eastern representative
of one of the largest glass manufac-
turing concerns in the oountry to a
New York Sun reporter the other
day. "Its a fascinating study to
watch how the wise old saws of our
forefathers are one after another be-
ing shaken, or disproved, or render-
ed no longer applicable by modern
knowledge and experimentation.
soon to be erected at Des Moines,
Iowa. Which will probable be the first
structure of the size and importance
to be built mostly of glass in the
United States.
"This is to be two or three stories
high and about eighty feet square, as
I remember it. The plans sall for a
steel frame construction, using as lit-
tle of the steel as possible in the
frame, and making all sides of wire
glass, that is, glass made on a wire
mesh such as you may see used in
all the kiosks of the subway stations
here in 'New York, and in many of the
newer buildings for certain windows
or interior shafts, for elevator casings
and many other purposes.
"This wire glass is made in a va-
riety of styles and finishes. The Des
Moines bank building is to have a
double wall of wire glass, with an
air space between, to insure warmth
in winter. It would be possible to
create a weird effect in such a build-
ing. And yet where plenty of light
was a desideratum one might do far
worse than to build the wall, of wire
glass.
'The great advantage of this wire
glass is that it is practically impossi-
ble to shatter a piece of it so suddenly
or so violently as to throw off frag-
ments of sufficient size to do person-
al damage. The wire prevents the
broken pieces from falling. It can
be cracked but it cannot be scatter-
ed. If fractured it retains its place.
"Aud furthermore it is fireproof.
Chief Croker, of the New York fire
department, in a paper read before the
international Association of Fire
Chiefs a short time ago, said that in
his opinion wire glass set in metal
frames was the best known fire stop
for windows and skylights.
"Wire glass is now being used ex-
tensively for the skylights of train
sheds, shops and other buildings of
large area; for windows, doors, glass
partitions?, and 90 on, in buildings of
all kinds; in automobiles, locomotive
cabs and for end construction in rail-
road cars, in fact in all sorts of
places where glass is needed and
where it is desirable to guard against
damage or injury from falling or fly-
ing fragments if the glass is broken.
It is also of use for showcases, book-
cases, postofficg boxes, ballot boxes
and other plates requiring security
without obstruction of vision.
"I don't know much about glass
bricks, except that they have been
used for paving in several western
towns, and I believe they have been
found successful for that use."
!Visitors to the Columbian exposi-
tion in Chicago in Olin will remem-
ber the display of spun and woven
glass and brilliant colored neckties
and other small fabrics resembling
silk or satin; at that time one Ameri-
can firm presented Princess Eulalie
a gown woven of glass. Such fabrics
are made chiefly for exhibition pur-
poses, and will probably never be-
come either feasible or cheap enough
to be popular; though it is reported
that -one Venetian manufacturer has
recently gone into the business of
making glass bonnets on a commer-
cial scale. ,
New household utensils of gelass
are constantly being put on the mar-
ket Among the latest of these are
handles for carving knives and forks
medic of pressed glass. They are
both pretty and serviceable.
American manufacturers of glass
si other material. But I believe the admit that in the making of fine
time is at hand when it will not be prism's and other glass parts and ad-
so much more expensive to build a justinients ifor scientific instruments
• house of moderate size of glass than and of stemmed vises and tableware
to build it of brick or stone. the Europeans are far in the lead.
"When they were first manufactur- The chief aim of the American glass
ed a few years ago glass bricks were manufacturer seems to be quantity
rude solid, as they still are for pay- rather than quality, and he is pushing
ing, and glass bricks for paving are his wares into all the markets of the
being used to a considerable extent world where cheap glassware was
for pa g in Paris and other large never known before.
cities in mope today; they 'having The European makers do not make
been fon superior to asphalt or any quantity of the cheaper table.
Belgian bloc for such uee, as they ware known as pressed glass, and
make no dirt iatever and hold less so even in the glass manufacturing
than any other lçnown kind of pave- centers of Eurepe the American mak-
ment, bising eatil washed clean; and ers are finding good markets for that
easier than' either , the substances kind of goods. The Europeans are
named. But for b 'Iding purposes surprised at its excellence and zlisap•
solid glass bricks were .t a success. new
By making them hobo all clifficul-; In other parts of the world there
ties have 'vow bees *recce a There has brellitif up is the last fesi years




The department of' agriculture is
trying to introduce into cultivation in
this country' a plant native to Japan,
which furnishes a sort of vegetable
leather. It is a pretty s•hrub called
the "mitstmiata," and its inner bark,
after going through a process of mac-
eration, is converted into a substance
as tough as French kid, so translu-
cent that one can almost see through
it, and as pliable and soft as calf-
skin. In Japan pipe cases and to-
bacco pouches are manufactured
from the material. as well as a kind
of wall paper uhich is already be-
coming fashionable in America. Such
wall papers of vegetable leathers are
turned out in beautiful designs for
wall and ceiling ornaments, being
stamped and modeled by hand in
most artistic patterns.
It would seem that we 'have a good
deal to learn from the Japanese about
paper-making. Already we import
large quantities of another kind of
paper obtained from the same plant,
for use as legal documents, diplomas,
deeds and bonds. There are at least
eight other plants from which the
subjects of the MIk'ado obtain paper
stuff, while we depend for such mate-
rial upon wood pulp and rags of cot-
ton and linen.
Mk. David G. Fairchild, one of the
government agricultural explorers,
who has made a special study of this
subject, says that it is not pleasant
to think that the brilliant white note
paper which a lady uses may have in
it part of the filthy garment of some
Egyptian fellah, saved by a ragpick-
er from the gutter, yet it is a fact
that hundreds of tons of Egyptian
rags are ftehed every year to the
United States to supply our paper
mills. At Mannheim on the Rhine,
the American importers have rag-
picking houses, Where rags are col-
lected from all over Europe (the
disease infected Levant not excepted)
and where %women work with wet
sponges over the mouths, sorting
the filthy scraps for shipment to
New York. Our best papers are
made from these rags.
'Paper made from the inner bark
of plants, like the "mitsumata," are
a creation of the Orient. They are
softer, silkier, tougher and lighter
than our papers. If wet they lose
their strength, like tissue paper, but
on drying regain it, They are usual-
ly absorbent, and for this reason




Two friends started out in life, each
of them resolving to pursue his own
ideal. And one of them went out to
see the world and the other became
a hermit.
After many years they met again.
And the hermit said: "There is
only one thing that I am very curious
about—women. Have you met any?"










"Yes, enough to cult any taste'
"Have they any good points?"
"Well, I should say they had?"
"Vslhat are they?"
"Well, they can be unselfish."
"Indeed!"
"And they can hold their tongues—
when the object warrants it."
"Yon don't say?"
"And they can save
enough."
"How interesting!"
"And they are good nurses. In fact
they differ widely in their capabilities.
They are constant and inconstant,
fickle and true, small and large, cluiri- sea
table and uncharitable, good; bad and
indifferent.'
The hermit grasped his companion's
hand eagerly.
"Mly friend," he said, "this is all
very wonderful to me—your know-
ledge of women is evidently extensive.
And now, tell me how many of them
you have lived with."







How Vanity Was Punished.
(Atchison, Kan., Globe.)
They tell of a Coolidge girl who
got in front of a mirror and practiced
until she had acquired a sweet, path-
etic look in her eyes. Then oneoday
her mother saw the look and took
her to a doctor and he gave her cal-
omel.
Low Rates to California.
From September le, to October at,
the Illinois Central Railroad com-
pany will sell one-way second-claYs
tickets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, San Diego, Cal., for $33.00.
J. T Donavan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
ican premed glass. China, Japan,
Australia, South America, Mexico,
Cuba—all affoid excellent markets
for this ware now and in each of
these countries the demand is stead-
ily increasing. The local agents of
one manufacturer of pressed glass
said that his firm's export besiness
had inc eased nearby 1,000 per cent.
'in the t three :fears.
EDGAR 'k W.' WHITTE1VIORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
tADUCAH REAL ETTA T. vffsTERN KENTUCKY mams. EAStMONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.




.Extreniely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway frogs
points on its linos for the foliowsng
*Paint occasions:
Iticinnead, Va.—Farmers' National
congress. Sept. 12-22, Igo&
disles for the above occasion open
to die public, rickets will be sold to
doss points kens all station' on the
deillbserisisissay‘ Detailed
ties esm-lie bail epos application to
any ticket agent of tbe Southern
railway gir agents of cousseling Puss
or by ar..iag the undersigned.
T. W. cREWS, T, P. A.,, Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR. G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.
B. ALL.M. • A.
Louie. Mu.
G. G. P. A.. St
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
NEAR MARION. KY.
too Room Motel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUN'TING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets an Trains,
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 29 South Third street I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURVEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,










EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phon zoo Red.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, 120
Host hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone 169s
661111661M111111106. ANN"
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, Is Smogs
worth of city property for side and
thirty-five farms: also three wales.
Houses for rent.
Telephone. old. We.
•—litibeeribe for the Register.
W. lake Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear basic
Marshall County; Paducah. Ky..
liocarse4 Itiseersity BOOM
New Phase st..4. Old nos.
6REEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
soli Broadway to toe South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to will





DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8 to to a. m., it to 3




Old Phone 491 Red; New Phone 3s.
Paducah, Kentucky.





J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
319 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695—Rooms 203 and 204
Fraterity Building.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY ,
Attorney-at-Law.
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
MMIIMMII•14M•mie 
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone 188 at the office, both
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to g I. in.; r to 3 p. in., 7 to 9 p. m.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES






Office also Park Feld'g, Mayfield Ky.
•




St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to leimessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank I..
Brown, agent.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes aqd
FUrtqitUrre.
Buy anything and soill everything.sx8-aso Court street Old phone 134.
Clem Frausioll
Moving wagon in connection.





Rooms r, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 323 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
- 
Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY, OLD PHONE ins.
G. C. DIUGUID1
ATTORNE Y'AT"I.A











Rooms zo, zi and ta, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.








Office over Globe Bank and True
Co., 306 Broadway.
_
DR. W. C. ENBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone' lime
Residence, 819 Broadway,
Phone 149.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
R001112 204-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone 196, 400 1-2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-




























































































































































BREACH OF PROMISE SUIT rN
GRAVES COUNTY'S CIR-
CUIT COURT.
With Coming of Winter There is a
Multiplication of Marriages in
AU Sections.
•
▪ (Mayfield Monitor, 17th.)
A suit with many interesting frills
has been filed in the Graves County
circuit clerk's office. Miss 011ie Reed,
who eesides, near Hickory Grove, is
the plantiff, whibe the defendant is
Floyd Arnett, well known over the
county. Miss JReed filed the petition
Friday through her attorney, W. J.
Valebb. She charges that the defend-
ant has failed to come up with his
part of a contract to marry her on
certain date, and feels that she is
damaged to the extent of $750, and
has .attached the property of Arnett
to cover the amount while the suit is
toeing settled. In the petition Miss
Reed swears that in the summer of
1903 Floyd Arnett' courted her and
finally got her consent for a marriage.
It was mutually agreed that they
should marry eaoh other on the
s 1 25th day of December, tpo.s. She
says s e went ahead and prepared in
every y for the marriage, and also
informed her family and friends. He,
she says, seemed intent in carrying
out his part of the contract clear up
until the day of the marriage was to
take place, and then he disappeared
and was not on hand at the appoint-
ed hour. By reason of this failure on
Iii. part the young lady testifies that
she felt greatly mortified and humili-
ated, heing the subject of much talk
among her neighbors and acquain-
tances. The case will come up at the
November term of court.
Alven Dunn got his leg broken
early this morning on the farm of his
father, north of town The boy,
about 15 years of age, was driving a
wagon team of horses and in en-
deavoring to pass a cow in the lane,
she ran in front of the horses-. In
the collision the wagon was topped so
suddenly that the boy was tossed
out the front end. Before be could
escape from his dangerous position





Mks. E. T. Lucas left last week to
accompany her son, Attorney Frank
A. Lucas, of Paducah, on a business
trip to Asheville, N. C. She will
THEATRICAL NEWS
"Polly Primrose Tonight."
"Polly Primrose," in the play of
that name, which is to be presented
at The Kentucky tonight under the
direction of D. L. Williamson, toys
with Carlysle, the guest of her
father's house, upon her return from
college as a kitten with a mouse; and
as the Wont does the mouse, keeps
him in a state of bewilderment as to
what is going to happen to him in
the end. The kitten may be presum-
ed to have some pretty clear notions
on that particular point in her romp
with the mouse; but Polly is quite at
sea concerning the outcome of her
frolic with Carlysle as that lover of
hers is himself. The pretty uncer-
tainty on both sides comes in because
their little heart affair is apt to collide
at any moment with the war compli-
cations that surround the household.
Colonel Primrose happens to be in
active sympathy with the rebels, even
if his 'home is within sight of the
national capitol and there are little
plottings going on under the roof
that are expected to help Lee's ad-
vance upon Washington. Carlysle
confesses to a little weakness for the
union cause and that fills the 'home
with apprehensions that he might be
tempted in a burst of patriotism to
run off to the union camp and make
known all he has seen.
So Polly's ingenuity is taxed to the
utmost to keep the romance outside
the war line and inspite of all 'her
finesse the tanglement comes. A
rival for her hand who is entertained
at the house denounces Carlisle as 4,
Federal spy and Polly is enough
aroused bk the accusation to order
Carlisle from the house. But it all
comes right in the end. Carlisle is
freed of the suspicion, his accuser in
the sequel, steals The Colonel's trus-
ty secession horse to carry the news
of the plotting to Grant, and Polly
surrenders to the unicm lover.
Through it all one would never sus-
pect Miss Arden's subtle interpreta-
tion of the part, that Polly ever had
a serious thought. She laughs her
way into all the complications and
then as easily out of them again.
She it gay without being frivolous;
teasses without tormenting. light
and bright and altogether so capti-
vating a little rogue that everyone is
delighted to see her happy at the fall
of the curtain.
Tomorrow Night at The Kennacky.
'The World in Motion under the di-
rection of the Fiske Stock company,
will be presented at the Kentucky
for four nights and Saturday mat-visit realtives in Nashville en route Mee, beginning Wednesday. This at-home. 1traction will present the local may-Surrounded by his family, relatives ing pictures taken here a few daysand a few intimate friends, T. A. 'ago in connection with a fine list of(Lon) Lain, breathed his last at to pictures from every section of theminutes past 5 o'clock early last Sat- country. All the latest foreign pic-today morning, after an illness of turea, together with all the new corn-.several years of dropsy. He was edy stories will be presented, with!fifty tonne odJ years of age and had mechanical effects and illusions. The'been in declining health for a number vaudeville features are numerous andof years Besides a aife and three include Miss Grace Gilmore Hamil-children, three brothers and two sis- ton, the celebrated lyceum entertain-ters survive him, together with many er, Miss Lulu Koruni, soprano soloist,relatives and friends. ,C. WV Mullen, pianist and the sen-
sation of two continents, LaPort ea.(Lulton Leader, 16th.) iWthat and who is LaProtea? ThisMk. Ehno True of this city and is a compound question that has keptmita Miaggie Davis, of Clinton, were the wise ones guessing for two sea-Married in the latter place yesterday son. in Europe and now Mr. T. V.afternoon. 'Stock is going to give the AmericanLate yesterday aiteknnion in die !theatre goers a chance to figure theparlors of the Palmer House in Pa-.mystery out. LaProtea offers a largeducah. Ky., Frank Cooley and Mrs. field for conclusion. There is nothingaPayme Nfeacham were united in the magical about it. It is an illusionholy bonds of wedlock. Mrs. Cooley .that is not an illusion, but the ques-was a resident of this city at the tion still remains the same as at first.• time of her marriage and lived with:"What, and Who is LaProtea?" Per-'Mrs. Tennie Blythe on Second street.l haps you can figure it out. See itShe was the widow of the late Chas.land try. Come and see if you canMeacham, and is well known herelrecognize yourself in any of the plc-Frank Cooley WAS in business here tures that were taken around thefor many years and has a host of city.friends in Fulton who wish fiim all'






Mr. James Fletcher died at the
home of Dr. I. D. Rolling% in Hin-
fear that he has taken his own life.
The family is very much distressed
about him.
Mts. Cora Beck, of this city, who
went to Arkansas last spring for thekleville last Saturday, September st, purpose of having her husband Frankand was buried at Bethel cernetery,!Becle arrested for marrying anothernear Woodville, his old home, Sunday woman without being divorced, re-st 3 p. m. He leaves two sistets, ceived a ktter Friday morning fromMrs. Dave Murphy and Mrs. Dick Benton stating that Mr. 'Beck hadFletcher, all of Woodville, to mourn been indicted by the grand jury, ontheir loss. Mr. Fletcher was 58 a charge of bigamy, had pled guilty,years old, and was sent to the penitentiary for'Dr. John Baker, of Lovelaceville. three years.and Miss Willie Harkless, of near
Illandville, stole away from their (Bardwell News, 16th.)friends a few days ago and took the A pretty wedding occurred at thetrain for Fulton, and in short order residence of Attorney Leg T. Tay-were Made man and wife in that 'or Saturday evening at 6 o'clock,city. Miss Harkless is the youngest the parties to the contract being Mr.daughter of W. J. Ifarkless, deeeas-!j. B. Lane and Miss Buena Dunn,ed. and is a Most charming young both of Ballard county.lady. Dr. Baker is a son of Dr. T.1 After an Wriest; which extendedM. Baker, of Lovelaceville, and is over a period of several years, Mks.engaged in the practice of his proles- Phoebe Brent, wife of Ben Brent,sinn in that city. who resides near Milburn, died Mon-
day morning at 5 o'clock. Mrs.(Mayfield Messenger, 17th.) Brent was a sister of WItn. H. andPat Rule who took fever at the John D. Shaffer and Mrs. John
(Clinton Gazette, t6th.)here, let his team run away with him In the damage case of Marvinat Murray Thursday and broke sine Hardin against Dr..- Yates, tried inof Mt legs id three places below the circuit court at Fulton this week, theknee. ijury gave a verdict in favor of theThe friends and relatives of Mr. plaintiff of $0000.'Thebes Farthing are more inxirnts, At the home of Mr. and Mrc. El-than ever concerning his whereabouts. riser Walker, a few miles west ofA M'esseriger reporter wIta informed town, last evening at Rsars o'clock,Friday morning, by his brother-in- Miss Maggie Davis, stepdaughter oflaw, W. A. Usher, of this city, that Mi. and Mrs. Walker, was marriednot one word has been heard by his to M. S. E. True, of Fulton.
encampment at Paducah is still very Hight.
sick with typhoid fever,
Barclay Swann, who is well known
EXCURSION IDEA
COUPONS TO BE GIVEN PART-
IES MAKING PURCHASES
WHILE HERE.
For The Amounts Spent They Get
Percentages of Their Railroad
Fare Returned.
Many of the business men who are
men:dame of the Retail. Merchants'
association, yesterday expressed
themselves as being well pleased with
the idea of running excursions intcl
this city from surrounding towns, as
announced they would through these
columns Sunday morning. They be-
lieve much builness can be done in
that manner with the customers from
nearby towns and that it would re-
doun.d ,to the benefit of both local
merchant and visitor.
President Charles Weille, of the
association, who caliegi it into ses-
sion for tonight to take up the plan,
said yesterday that his idea was to
pay the railroad fare of the visitors
acording to the amount of goods he
bought. When one of the excurs.ons
are run into here by the merchants'
association, Mr.. Weille advocates
letting the man coming here on same,
get a receipt from the railroad ticket
agent at the place .he hails from, this
receipt to show how much railroad
fare the gentleman paid the. road.
When the outsider then comes on
here he will go to one store and
make s purchase and be given a con-
pc.ci by the proprietor showing how
much he bought there. Then. if the
stranger wants to make purchases in
another line, he goes to the business
house handling suds' chatacter of
goods he wants, and buys there. At
that place he also gets a coupon
showing the anionnt of the sale made
him. After the stranger finishes mak
ing all his pore/saw:1s here in the city
he then takes to the secretary of the
Retail Merchants' association all the
coupons he got at the various stores,
showing what he bought. The secre-
tary then totals the amount he spent
here and pays whatever portion of
the railroad hre be is entitled to.
Although this grade has not been
fixed, the penciple will be something
on the order like this: If a stranger
buys $5 worth here, pay 25 miles of
his fare; $10 worth pay so miles of
his fare; $x5 pay 75 miles, and $21,pay all of his fare. The figures may
not be the same as these. but along
that principle.
Of course there will be recognizedonly those coupons coming from the
stores that are members of the as-o-elation.
YANKEES PROPOSE
TO RUN LONDON,
Plan Contemplates Many New Ideas
for the Effete Old Metropolis.
London, Sept. i$.—Not contentwith coning across themselves every
summer, to enjoy the sights and pleas-
ures of London, the Americans, or a
portion of them, propose to bring
their business enterprises here with
the object of increasing the attrac-
tions of the effete old city. An out-
line of the ambitious scheme which
an American syndicate has in con-
tentplation, is given in the "City
Press."' The arrangements are, ofcourse, not yet complete, but so far
as can be learned the Yankees intend
to appeal to all classes of pleasure-
seekers—to theater-goers, the epicure,
the lady shopper, the antiquarian,
the archaeologist and the student of
history.
The plan of campaign even includes
a request to the Lord Mayor to open
the doors of the Mansion House at
stated intervals. The city companies
will also be asked to cede a like fa-
vor by throwing open their beautiful
halls for inspection by the tourists
under the escort of the syndicate's
courier.
BARREL BLEW UP.
Two Young Men Thought of Every
Sin They Had Ever Committed.
In a certain saloon in this city sev-
eral nights since there happened one
of the most amusing things ever oc-
curring. It was the explosion of a
Whiskey barrell that had just enough
beverage inside to blow it up easy.
Two young men were sitting on the
barrel which was lying lengthwise in
the coffee house, with the bung right
in between them on the top side.
They were chatting away, when one
struck a match with which to light a
cigarette. The hung Was not in prop-
erly and the flame from the lucifer
ignited the fumes oozing from inside
the harrell, with result that the af-
fair exploded with just force enough
to wreck the barrel and let the men
have i good, hard but without
hurting them.
COSTLY CARPETS.
crme of Those Owned by Royalty of
Historic Interest.
A magnificent Persian carpet 'has
just been brought to England as a
present from the shah to the king. It
is entirely 'hand-made, and its manu-
facture, cespite the number of work-
ers employed, took upward of three
years to complete. It is of the most
artistic and intricate design, into
which the king's, name, Edward VII.,
is woven.
The palatial hall of the Goldsmiths
company, in Foster Lane, contains
three costly carpets, made at the fac-
tory of Wilson, near Salisbury. The
largest, ahich is in the court draw-
ing room, and, measures 40 feet 2
inches by 26 feet 9 inches, is of a
rich crimson, surrounding a centre,
to feet by 9 feet, consisting of the
company's arms in their heraldic col-
oring of blue, green, red and purple
upon a white ground, and enclosed in
a border of festooned roses with me-
dallions at each corner. In setting
the pile of this carpet, which weighs
about 1,200 pounds, over 5,500,0000
knots were it is said used.
Another company that of the Gir-
dlers, possessed a carpet which. in
historic interest is probably unique.
It was manufactured in the reign of
Charles I at the factory of Akbar the
great at Lahore, to the order of Rob-
ert Bell, who in 1634 was the master
of the company. The carpet, which is
24 feet by 7 feet 6 inches, is worked
with the company's coat of arms and
crest and two bales of merchandise,
on either side of which are the don-
or's arms and two bales of merch-
andise, on which at his initials and
trademark.
At the time of the great fire this
carpet was saved from destruction,
only to fall upon a Gothic age that
regarded it ass a mere floor covering,
and year by year it grew more dirty
and dilapidated. From this scanda-
lous neglect it was rescued some few
years since by members of the court
more discriminating than the majority
and after thorough renovittion, was
placed in a finely carved oak frame
and hung above the high table.
The prayer carpet on view at South
Kensington is a splendid apecimen.
Measuring some 33 feet by 20 feet, it
was purchased at a cost of $12,500,
chiefly through the instrumentality
of William Morris, the poet, Who,
with other gentlemen, gave a hand-
some subscription for that purpose.
It came originally from the mosque
at Ardebil, for which it was made in
the year 946 of the Hegira (A. D.
540) by Mlaksoud of Kashan, a fact
which, together with a pious maxim,
is recorded in words which are wov-
en into the texture of the carpet it-
self.
Two other magnificent carpets
were four years ago sold at the Mu-
nicipal Chamber at Lisbon to pay for
repairs at the Royal convent of St.
Antonio, to which they had been giv-
en by the Infanta Donna Sanche in
isco. For these carpets, which are
of Persian manufacture, t8 feet square
and embroidered with gold, the bid-
ding was very brisk. Starting at
$4.444, it rapidly rose to $8,340, at
which price the prize, at $5'000 below
its real value, was secured by a
Frenchman. Public opinion, how-
ever, was so greatly against the sale
that two other equally valuable car-
pets, the property of the Estrclls
convent, were withdrawn.
A curious, carpet has lately been
manufactured at Caeserea. It is a
representation of the battle of Trafal-
gar, depicting that moment in the en-
gagement when Nelson received his
fatal wound. The carpet, which is
entirely of silk, is 7 feet by 6 feet,
and it took two girls fourteen months
to weave it. It Was sold for $2,000.
Another historical event, the recap-
ture of Buda from the Turks, in 1686,
was the subject of a carpet manufac-
tured at the Beauvais factory estab-
'lobed in 1664 for Mime de Maintenon,
wife of Louis XIV.
Some of the carpets in the posess-
ion of Eastern potentates are of sim-
ilar munificence and value. In the
great exhibition of 1851 an elaborate
cashmere carpet was shown by the
Maharajah Goolab Siugh. It was
composed of silk, and every square
foot contained no fewer than to,000
knots.—Tit-Bits.
in the insurance investigation now
going on in New York it has been de-
veloped that the New York Life gave
$48,000 to the 'national Republican
committee in the last canyassa and
that this was in accordance with a
practice for !several canvasses.
The factory of the Climax Fuse
company near Avon, Conti., explod-
ed Saturday. In the general destruc-
tion of the plant t'hirteen persons
were kale distal a number injured.
JUST CARELESS.
(Burgess Johnson, in Harper's )
They tell me, when- I lose a thing.
No one's at fault but me;
It's just because I'm carelesser
'N what I ought to be.
But there are happenin's that show
It isn't true a bit—
'Cause when a thing gets lost, I know
It's part the fault of it.
'Cause often when I'm in the house
For just a little while,
I put my cap an' ball an' such
All in a little vile.
Then when I'm in a rush to go,
And hurry right to where
I left 'em, most always so
That one of 'em's not there!
And while we hunt with all our might,
The th ng we're looking for
Is hid, I'm sure, just out of sight
An' laughing more an' more.
'Cause it can hear us goin' wrong
A' sayin', "Where d'you s'pose
That old thing is?" An' all along
It's happy 'cause it knows!
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. 22nd, 1905.
South Bound. No. rot No. 103 NO. 121Leave Cincinnati  8:2o a.m. 6:oo p.m.Leave Louisville  12:20 p.m. 9:40 p.m. 7:25a.rn.Leave Owensboro  • • 6:30 p.m. *9:ooa.rn.Leave Horse Branch  3:40 Ihrn- 12:08 a.m. , 1 i :o5a.m.Leave Central City  3:55 P-Ir• 1:03 a.= 12:30p.m.Leave Nortonville  4:37 P.M- 1:40 a.m. x :28a.m.Leave Evansville 4:40 p.m. 8:30a.m.Leave Hopkinsville 
It :2oa.m.Leave Princeton  5:25 p.m. 2:27 a.m. 2:35p.111.Arrive Paducah  1540 p.m. 340 a.m. 415p-E11.Leave Paducah  6:45 11-m- 3:45 a-m- 4:20p.m.Arrive Fulton  7:55 p.m 4:50 'am. 6:00p.m.Arrive Gibbs, Tenn.  8:31 p.m. 5:17 a.m.Arrive Rives  8:39 p.m. ' 5:23 a.m.Arrive Jackson........7:15 2.(11,Arrive Memphis  10o3o p.m. . 8:15 a.m.Arr;ve New Orleans  11:00 a.m.. 8:z5 p.m. 8:30ont.
North Bound. No. 102 No. 1Q4 No. x22Leave New Orleans  7:10 p.m. 
95 .m.
8:5o p.211.
Leave Jackson, Tenn .  
6:50 a.m.
moo p.m.Leave Rives 
Leave Gibbs 
x 1 :58 p.m.9:42 a.m.
9:48 a.m. 9:15 p.m.Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah  
moo a.m,
x x:20 a.m. 
6:ooa.m.12:35 a.m.
Leave Paducah 7:40a-112-zr:25 CM. 
x43 a.m.
7:5oa.m.141 cm.Arrive Princeton 
12:::25 m390 p.rni  :.
Arrive Hopkinsville 934003 a.m. 
9:29a.m.







3 :51 a.m. xo:35a.rn.Arrive Central City 




za:559.tn.Arrive Owensboro  4:55 tam. 8:15 a.m. 4:55P-m-
5:35 Om.







Ar. Chicago  5:30a.m.
Ar. St. Louis  8:o5ia.m.
The Washington department of ag-
ricultural report just out give the
condition of the tobacco crop in this




4:201).111. Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m.
8 :40p Lv. Chicago. . . ., 2 : soaan.
8:osaan. Lv. Carbondak. 11:40a.m.




Lv. Hopkinsville tr :20a.111.. 6 :4oa.m.
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.rn. 7:45a.m.
Ar. Paducah.... 4:1 sp.m. g :25a.m.
Lv. Paducah.... 7:oop.m. 9:30a.m.
Ar. Cairo  8:35p.m. 1 ooa.m.
Ar. St. Louis  7:08a.m. 5:00p.m.









Lv. Chicago.... 6:20pars 9:45a.m.
Lv, St. Louis .. 9:40p.m. 2:15p.m.
Lv. Cairo  6 :ooa.m. 6 :2op.m.
Ar. Paducah  7 :45a.m.8 =pan.
Lv. Paducah  7:50a.m. 8:I5p.tn„
Ar. Princeton   9:29a.m. 9:50p.m.
Ar. Hopkinsville  :oop.m.
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rundaily. Trains 103 and to4 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains 101 and 102 sleepers between Louisville,Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between Paducahand St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN pFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 15/sc PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, 15C, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE, NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
-OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS, THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADING9, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOFING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OP SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C.C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Full Supply of The New School
Books at Harbour's Book Department
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW WHAT YOU
WANT. 
4
it is pretty well understood that you can buy your school books and
supplies from us at a better advantage than from any other store in Pa-
ducah. Hundreds of customers believe this and tell thei rfriends about
It. Why not try um once? Bring us your old school books. We buy





WITH EVERY DOSE OF MED-
ICINE YOU TAKE, YOU NAT-
URALLY THINK—"I WONDER
IF IT WAS COMPOUNDED COR-
RECTLY"—YOU HAVE A PER-
FECT RIGHT TO THINK IT, RE-
GARDLESS OF WHO COM-
POUNDS IT. BUT THERE IS A
FEELING OF CONFIDENCE AND
SAFETY THAT FOLLOWS THIS




Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. xao.
Cos. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Tuesday Morning, Sept 19, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
The Kentucky Realty Co., to8 Fra-
ternity Building. Old phone 85x.
Mrs. Dorian's private school will
open September to
Call for the "Blue School Lists"
at Harboorls Book I)ept.
Buy your school books and sup-
plies early at Harbour's Book Dept.
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside:, osteopath,
6og 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434
and New 76x.
—Mr, Bertie .Merritt and wife have
a rew girl baby.
C. G. Pricels laid up with
a,:biyous attack.
—The 'Prediction is for showers
and cooler weather today.
—The daughter of Mr. Dick Tol-
bert has scarlet fever at their home.
%Lo4M ail Carrier E. L. Wilson is
1414 happy father of a new boy baby.
..-1-Cortgressman 011ie James spoke
to Omit people at Mayfield yester-
day sio: the tobacco question.
Want child of Mary Achorss,
•Ctoltird:17,4Sed on South Tenth street
Sunday and Coroner Charles Crow
held an inquest, showing natural
causes brought death.
—The chairmen of the respective
codttnittees that have charge of the
7.1110Relig•borse .show tare called to
meet this afternoon at 2 o'clock at
Commercial club headquarters, on
South Fourth street.
—Mr. Harry Judd has recovered.
from his recent attack of illness and
today resqrnes work at the I. C.
—Mr. Frank Digel is confined with
inflammatory rheumatism at his home
on Tennessee street.
—The weather yesterday was the
hottest for many days, and the over-
beariag humidity lingered late into
the night.
—Word frcni Cairo yesterday wasthat there continued to linger Geo.
Bruce, the Rtrodes-Burford clerk.who was accidentally shot while pass-ing along the street there Saturday
night. He caught the contents of a
shotgun in the hands of another.
SMALL FIRE.
CITIO
Burning Trash Ignited Outhouses on
West Jefferson Street.
Ye.•terday aiternoon about 4 o'clock
the Tenth and Jones street fire de-
partment was called to 1320 Jackson
street where a little shed and play-
loose got caught from some trash
:sAisat was being burned. It was ex-
. tioguished without loss amounting to
much. •
A sailing craft flying a black flag
.appeared in the lake harbor of Chi-
cago Sunday atternoon and attacked
the 'nfiefhtiers of the Douglass yacht
club. The purpose was clearly rob-
bery. but when a call for the police
went up the pirates decamped and
went out to the lake and out of sight.f...""iner lbottilrn. Tucker, who disap-.
The incident created much excitement yeared a week ago, had a quarrel with
in the harbor. his employer, G. W. Raspberry, in
which Raspberry's wife figured so
conspicuously that a divoree was talk-
ed of. Raspberry has disappeared,
and since the finding of Tucker's
body a reward of $500 has been offer-
ed for the former employer's appre-
hension.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Mr. John Smith, of the county, aas
in the city yesterday on business.
.Miss Georgia Moxley 'has returned
from a several weeks visit in Indian-
apolis and Louisville.
Miss Ora Landrum, of Smithland,
pass through here tomorrow en
route to Edgefieldi South Carolina,
where she has been selected chief
musical director of the South Cato.
line Co-educational Institute. She is
County Clerk 'George Landrum's
daughter.
Mr. Harley MfcChesney, of Smith-
land, has moved here to reside. He
is a -brother of the secretary of
state.
Miss Mayme Townsend next Sat-
urday goes to Chicago where she
takes a place in the ready-made .suA
department of Charles H. Stevens.
Lawyer Charles Grassham, wife
and child leave returned from Smith-
land.
Mrs. George Reeves and chikken,
of Union City, returned home yester-
day after visiting Judge and Mrs. D.
G. Park.
Clerk A. B. Browne, of the steam-
ci City, was here yesterday
from Cincinnati with his wife. -
'Hon. John K. Hendrick has gone
to Smith-land. He met Isere Sunday
and accompanied home Ws wife who
has returned from placing their daugh
ter in school. at Staunton, Va.
Advance Agent Joe Cohn, of the
"Rajah of Bliong," is in the city. His
troupe is the musical comedy that
opens The Kentucky next week.
Mr.. R. J. Turnbull went to Evans-
v i Ile yest e rtioy
Mr. George Powell went to Nash-
ville and Bowling Green yesterdast
Mr. Will Parham • returned yester-
day from Mayfield.
Mr. Laois Cornallaud, of Dyers-
burg, Tenn., returned home yester-
day after spending Sunday here.
County Oferk Charles Graham
went to the state fair at Lexington,
Ky., yesterday.
Lawyer Dav.d Cross returned yes-
terday from visiting out at Boaz Sta-
tion.
.tiLts. L. R. Witty, of Terre Haute,
Ind., returned borne yesterday after
visiting her sister, Mr.. Clayton, of
Jeffenion street Miss Fitzbenry,
_sister, accompanied her home.
Mr. G. G. Hayies returned yester-
day from visiting his tantily isi(31e-
ago, He is acting timekeeper at
bJI t. JC. for John Duggar while the
latter 'is away.
Mr. Victor Van de Male left yes-
terday on 'his regular drumming trip.
hflr. and Mrs. Thomas Lovelace
have returned from visiting at Bard-
well and Fulton.
Mir John Hall and family lease to-
day for Cineirmati to make theif
home.
!Mrs. Janus P. Smith and children
have returned from the North, where
they spent the summer.
Lawyer L .K. Taylor and son will
return today from a trip to St.
Louis.
Mr. Haigh Bagwell and family
went to Dawson yesterday.
Miss Mary Barry has returned
O.Kstn Mt. Zion, Ky., where she visit-
ed Miss Lula Mae Gholson.
Mrs. J. T. Quarles is visiting in
Mayfield.
tSfi.s Rosa NVeikert has returned
from a two months' visit in the North
Mrs. Frank Sullivan, of Elkton.
Ky., went to St. Louis yesterday af-
ter v -siting Mrs. Prediroia Perkins,
of Fifth and Washington streets.
Mrs. Luty L. Hollowell and sons
A. S. and E. W. .Holiowell. and
daughtesoldios Hester Hollowell, have
gone to Los Angeles, Cal.. to reside.
The battle of Chickamauga, which
was fought September to and 20, 11463,
being celebrated today on the
,'n(!.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES.
RLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
A GRUESOME FIND.
:Diyersburg, Tenn., Sept. IS —The
dead -body of Sim Tucker was found
yesterday under a log in the Obion
John L. Sullivan and Charley
Mitchell, the veteran prize fighters,
are to meet in the ring at Tacoma,
Wash., tonight. It is a fifteen round
o-ntest but it is generally doubted
if either man can stand up to the re-
quirements of the malt. Interest
centers in the mill though it is re-
garded much of a joke.









Paul Wilstach's Comedy of the South
Polly Primrose.
Select Company of Players,





Prices ao, 35, so, 75 zao and 1.5o.






Conunencing Wednesday, Sept. ao
SOMETHING NEW
III THE AMUSEMENT FIBLD.
THE WORLD IN MOTION
INCLUDING






See the Labor Day Parade.
See Third Kentucky .Regiment at.
Camp Yeiser.
Prices—Night, 15c *se 35c and sac-
Matinee, thildren isc, Adak& sic.





.Major James H. Ashcraft returned'
yesterday morning from Cincinnati.
where he lsas been the past few days
attending the meeting of the com-
missioners for national Shiloh park.
of which he is a member. They talk-
ed over much work to be dose next.
year.
On his way back through Loriaw
vine the major was joined by his
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Harry Ash-
craft, who accompanied him here for




Last evening at 6:30 o'clock there,
died Wlliam B, the 17-months-old
son of Mr. John F. Frahm, engineer
of the Illinois Central railroad. It
died of brain favor at their home,
1126 Trimble street.
The remains were shiped to Hesder
Ky., this morning kit burial.son,
Masonic Notice.
Plain City bodge No. 449, F. &
A. M., will meet tonight in stated
convmunication at 7.30 o'clock.
GEO. 0. INGRAM, Maser.
F. ROTH, Secy.
Jurors Excused.
W. T Cockrell and I. S. Eaves
were excused from furthr service on
the petit jury, and their places filled
by selection of W. T. Byrd mad I.
Nauheim.
Galvanized Rubber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or flat roof or over
old &tingles, requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Coo Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
New York is threatened with an
epidemic of typhoid fever. „o
Be sure to buy the celebratedDigt)
Life flour
Ask Your Gtocer for It
Take no substitute tor "Just as Good."
POP W$ WANTS
WANTED—Boy at Union depot
lunch- .stand.
WANTED:—Boarders. Everything
first class. 313 North Sixth street.
LOST—Glass pin engraved "P. H.
S". Return to this office and receive
reward.
WANTED—An experienced sales-
lady. Apply MTS. Gkirardey's, 316
Broadway.
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire io18 Trimble street.
FOR RENT—Three or more un-
furnished rooms, all modern conven-
iences. Apply at 513 North Sixth
street.
FOR RENT: Two front rooms
and kitchen; also a furnished room.
Very reasonable to good tenants. Ap-
ply 314 South Fourth Wert.
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of truilding on corner Third
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
first floor suitable for business of-
fice at very reasonabte prices. H.
Marnmen, Jr.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
trees. Wil sell on terms So snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at




LARGE, HO'USE. GifiCEETED "Dec
VID, THE SHEPHARD BOY"'
LAST NIGHT.
There Were About Seventy-Five irr
The Cast and Chorus and all
Did Unusually Well
A large crowd of many hundred
people were at The Kentucky last
evening wintessing the excellent en-
tertainment given for benefit of the
young Men's Christian association,
and were all well pleased with the
unusually fine character of amuse-
ment afforded them, as although the
talent was local amateur in the en-
tirety, still' they presented their try-
ing parts in a manner showing con-
siderable talent and ability. The en-
cores and applauds were profuse and
showed the audience enjoyed the at-
traction to- the extreme and were
more than pleased with the affair.
The title, "David, The Shepherd
Boy" was one most appropriate con-
sidering tile character of institution
for benefit of 'which the presentation
was made. There were about 75 al-
together in the piece and it took
about two and one-half hours to pre-
sent the piece, commencing at 8:30
o'clock.
The perfornunce was promoted by
the women's- committee of the ass
sociation, but under the personal
direction of. Miss Mt T. Pugh, of
smile and
he country
Memphis, who is a
talented lady traveling
with these specialties.
The perfbrrnance hitt night drew
receipts of $t72, while the matinee by
the children Saturday afternoon re-
alized $151: Both of these are gross
receipts, but when the expenses are
paid, the awnmittee will have quite
a nice sum they will add to their ex-
pense fond for maintenance of the-
y. M. C. A
HANDSOME BADGE
Major George Saunders Received
One He Was to Have Worn at
Denver.
Deputy Marshal George Saunders
yesterday morning received from na-
tional headquarters of the G. A. R.
a handsome badge. like that used by
the elegates to the national conven-
tion in Denver, Colo., the first of this
month. .
" Mt. Saunders was the delegate from
Kentucky to the gathering that was
partieinated in by surviving Federal
soldiers from over the entire United
States. 'He did not get to go though.
hut despite this the headquarters sent
him his elegant badge, which is
handsomely 'engra'v'ed and quite a
souvenir of the oceasion.
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It's 600d and It's flea thful.
DOCTORS SAY THAT THERE'S NOTHING BETTER




EVERY MAN WHO HAS TRIED IT WILL AGREE
THAT IT'S THE BEST BEER THAT EVER TRICKLED
DOWN HIS THROAT,
IT HAS A FLAVOR ALL ITS OWN—A PECULIARLY
SATISFYING TASTE THAT COMES FROM THE PURE
MALT, CAREFULLY SELECTED HOPS.
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW.
paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
THE OLD RELIABLE PAWNBROKER IS NOW OPEN FOR BUSL-
NESS AT 211 BROADWAY.
WATCHES
too 7-jewel Elgin Watches for
$3 so: so 7-Jewel Elgin WatcE.m
in to and 20 year cases, for
$6.00 and $7.5o; so 21 and 23
jewel watches., such as the Bun
Special, Street Special and
Crescent Street, worth $3,5 to
$55.00; sale price $ig to $29.5o
OVERCOATS
too Overcoats to be sold re-
gardless of cost or value; 300
unredeemed Overcoats worth
from $6 oo to $oo 00. go at ig_oto
to Ig.so.
MINS AND PISTOLS
A fitat Roo of Guns and Pissols
to be 06111 at' the very lowest
prices Also a large stock of
unredeemed guns and pistols to
be sold at your own Pim-
SHOES
We have 0000 pairs of new, up-
to-date Shoes to be sold regard-
less of cost oi value. too pairs
of unredeemed 'hoes, worth $3.50
to $5 oo; sale price, Si 50 to $s so
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
too Fiddles, worth from NS 00 to
as.00, to be sold for $3 30 to
$12.30. too Guitars, worth from
$s oo to $is.00. Sale price. $1.7s
to $9.so. o Accordeons ranging
in price from $4.so to Sts.00;
sale price, Sap, to $7.30.
CLOTHING.
',coo Pairs Ponta,. all new and
up-to-date goods, all $1.5o pants
Sale price, gee; all $a oo and
$2 5o pants go at $z.*; all $3.30
and 14 oo patita lie at *LTC an
Our 14 55, and $6 as tailer-mads
pants go at $3 41. 50a Meta and
vests to be sold'-regoediess of
coot or valsit.
BEN MICHAEL.








We Write Anything in Insurance




354t. EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
30 UNTIL a P.M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50E. 30 to a.
E.G. BOONE,
vi111111111",
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONIDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. 204.
 AMMO








'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery Eleventh and Tennessee Streets:„.
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